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European Economic and Social Committee

PROJECT ON SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
RECOMMENDATIONS
Following the event in Strasbourg, the EESC has launched the Social Enterprise Project to identify
policy ideas and specific measures that can be taken.
Throughout the project, the EESC has gathered valuable input from people working in field across
Europe, and met with stakeholders at local, regional, national and European level across sectors.
There is a width and breadth of knowledge and experiences to be listened to and acted on. The social
enterprise community of supporters is clearly expanding, and there appears to be a common view on
what the EU institutions' key priorities should be for the coming years if we are to fully unleash the
potential for social enterprise in European societies. This stakeholder input is the foundation of this
report and has been summarised in the form of recommendations and observations.

A) KEY POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS











Develop and launch a 2nd phase of the Social Business Initiative (SBI)
Create an action plan for social economy in Europe, with the adoption of the Statutes for
European Foundations, Associations and Mutuals
Continue with the Social Economy Intergroup
Launch capacity building programmes to support and facilitate social innovation
Draft a guidance note for MS on implementation of new procurement rules and provisions in
this area
Mainstream social entrepreneurship and social economy enterprises into the Small Business
Act
Gather and share the most suitable financial solutions and financial eco-system for social
enterprises
Recognise and support the contribution of social economy enterprises to employment and as
a stakeholder in social dialogue
Promote social entrepreneurship in education at all levels
Prioritise further research and reflect social enterprises better in national statistics collection to
increase understanding, recognition and visibility.

B) RESULTS, OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
B1) Key observations



There is a genuine interest in social enterprise and its visibility has risen;
There is, however, still very little awareness and a lack of recognition and understanding of its
models, its professionalism and value creation;
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The description of social enterprises needs to be further clarified. The EESC recommends using
its description1, which comes from its own previous work2, to give clarity to the concept and
models:
“The EESC understands that a clear definition is needed so that efforts can be focused, but rather than a
definition, proposes a description based on shared characteristics such as:















1
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having primarily social objectives as opposed to profit objectives, producing social benefits that
serve the general public or its members;



being primarily not-for-profit, with surpluses principally being reinvested and not being
distributed to private shareholders or owners;



having a variety of legal forms and models: e.g. cooperatives, mutuals, voluntary associations,
foundations, profit or non-profit companies; often combining different legal forms and sometimes
changing form according to their needs;



being economic operators that produce goods and services (often of general interest), often with a
strong element of social innovation;



operating as independent entities, with a strong element of participation and co-decision (staff,
users, members), governance and democracy (either representative or open);



often stemming from or being associated with a civil society organisation.”

There is an interest in continuing the discussion on framing the concept of social enterprise, as
part of a broader and holistic plan to support and promote the social economy, its principles and
values, and clearly separating it from corporate social responsibility (CSR);
Citizens, civil society and social enterprises must be at the heart of European Strategies aimed at
promoting social cohesion, social inclusion and well-being;
Few Member States have implemented national support programmes, however more activities are
happening at local level in some Member States;
Without clear political will and ownership by public authorities at all levels (EU, national,
regional, local) the full potential of this type of enterprises will not be fully unleashed;
Parts of the ecosystem to grow social enterprise in Europe and at Member State level already
exist, but need to be pieced together and placed within a coherent framework that spans policy
areas;
Exchange of best practices is crucial to inspire and build a social enterprise community in Europe,
but must also include an element of transferability between countries;
Support programmes and suitable financing must also be developed for the post start-up and
scaling-up phases to ensure sustainability. Social enterprise support must therefore be developed
using a lifecycle and holistic approach;
A key area to address is capacity building for public authorities, the private sector and social
enterprises in areas such as recognition, social impact measurement, investment readiness, startup and entrepreneurship programmes, etc.;
More value should be placed on social impact and results and they should be included in more
reporting as a complement to economic reporting. However awareness raising and training in
current methods are crucial;
OJ C 24, 28.1.2012, p. 1 and OJ C 229, 31.07.2012, p. 44
OJ C 318, 23.12.2009, p. 22, OJ C 24, 28.1.2012, p. 1, EESC-2014-03794-00-00-AC-TRA, OJ C 191, 29.06.2012, p. 84 and The
Social Economy in the EU, study commissioned to CIRIEC by the EESC, 2013
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The role of social economy enterprises in employment creation should be recognised, models of
social dialogue should be shared between Member States and decent working conditions should
be ensured3;
There is no need to harmonise legal frameworks; rather, the results of the COM mapping study
should be used to share experiences and inspire;
Social entrepreneurship and social innovation policies must be better connected. This requires a
clearer description of social enterprises as catalysts for social innovation.

B2) Full list of policy recommendations
Recommended action
Ownership and policy
 Develop and launch a 2nd phase of SBI, taking a holistic approach
 Guide MS to develop suitable national support plans, drawing up a coherent plan
by bringing together existing and new instruments (national SBIs)







Monitor the implementation of SBI 1 activities at MS level and share
results to inspire others
Continue with the Intergroup for the Social Economy
Develop social indicators for social impact and social enterprise development to
5
be included in the Europe 2020 mid-term review and NRP reporting
Prioritise and support the development of innovative models for cross-sector
partnerships (co-creation, co-design of policies) where the role of this type of
enterprise and reform are clearly demonstrated
Request a pilot project specifically to raise awareness at MS level

The Social Economy
 Provide guidance and training to support MS implementation
 Create an action plan for social economy development in Europe
 Adopt the Statutes for European Foundations, Association and Mutuals
Social Innovation
 Ensure social entrepreneurship and social innovation policies are connected
 Continue with, enrich and make better use of the Social Innovation Platform,
linking it more closely with the development of this type of enterprise
 Launch capacity building programmes to support and facilitate social
innovation
 Launch a programme to gather pilot models for innovation and finance
partnerships aimed at utilising the added value of social economy stakeholders
3
4
5

Key Resp4.

COM
COM
COM
EP
COM/MS

COM/MS
EP/COM

COM
COM
COM

COM/MS
COM
COM/MS
COM

EESC-2014-01506-00-01-AC-TRA
COM= European Commission; EP= European Parliament, MS = Member States.
National Reform Programmes.
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Develop a measurement and assessment tool with social enterprises for
successful social innovations to be promoted and ultimately replicated crossboarder

Public Procurement
 Draft a guidance note for MS on implementation of new procurement
rules
and provisions
 Immediately revise the guide to buying social
 Monitor, compare and report on models for "social enterprise friendly"
transposition by the MS of the new public procurement directive
 MS should report on how the provisions in the structural funds are being used to
support social enterprises and the social economy
 Follow-up on the partnership principle in the MS and ensure its continuation
Enterprise Policy and Models
 Mainstream social entrepreneurship and social economy enterprises into the
Small Business Act
 Carry out an inventory of the most suitable financial ecosystem for social
enterprises, for all stages of the lifecycle as well as sharing the tools that exist
 Facilitate an exchange of social enterprise non-profit business models, their
specific logic relative to traditional for-profit business models, based on the
results of mapping results
 Create a "hub" for easy access to start-up support
 Facilitate an exchange of best practices and models for business development and
training programmes
 Establish a mechanism to assess the feasibility of the business concept (such as
peer review, online mentoring, a simplified online tool for initial review)
 Gather, study and share replicable models for scaling up social enterprises
 Use the mapping study results to share experiences and inspire others to
introduce legal frameworks, support programmes etc.
 Launch a study on the added value of social economy enterprises compared with
other business models
 Launch a study and hearing on the role of this type of enterprise in post-crisis
countries and on the type of support required
Finance Models
 Gather and share the most appropriate financial solutions and financial ecosystem for social enterprises
 Set up a specialised social entrepreneurship fund to support social innovation
 Create a crowd funding platform for social enterprises
 Support the development of microfinance provision for social enterprises


Support the development of EU social venture capital funding

COM

COM
COM
COM/MS
COM/MS
COM

COM
COM
COM
COM/MS
COM
COM
COM
COM/MS
COM
COM

COM
COM/MS
COM/MS
COM/MS
COM
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Employment and Social Dialogue



Recognise and support the role of social economy enterprises in employment
Take into account social economy enterprises’ characteristics as part of the social
dialogue and encourage their development

Education and Research
 Promote social entrepreneurship in education at all levels by integrating it more
effectively in education policy (formal, informal, non-formal)
 Prioritise further research and account for social economy enterprises in national
statistics al collection for better understanding, recognition and visibility of the
sector

COM/EP/MS
COM/MS

COM/EP/MS
COM/MS

C) SUGGESTED NEXT STEPS
Follow up on recommendations
The momentum achieved by the EESC on social enterprise should now be channelled towards further
success, continuing to meet the expectations of civil society in this area. Two next steps are
recommended:
a) Follow up on policy work within the EESC;
b) Communication of the outcomes of the project.
a) EESC policy work
The project has resulted in a number of reflections and recommendations from civil society and social
enterprise supporters to the EU institutions. These recommendations will also involve the EESC to
various degrees.
It has already been clearly demonstrated that the project responded to expectations and fulfilled the
initial objectives:
 The visibility and awareness of the sector has increased; moreover, the EESC is now seen as a
leader is this process;
 Best practices have been shared with and between stakeholders and national, regional and
local administrations;
 Evidence has been gathered, providing the project group with enough material to draw up and
justify its recommendations.
In the current institutional and political situation (new Parliament and new Commission) there is a
general concern about how the social enterprise agenda will be continued and acted on. In a recent
meeting between Commissioner Barnier and President Malosse, Mr Barnier underlined that the EESC
was currently the only institution promoting the idea of social enterprise. He also asked the EESC to
take the lead and present its recommendations to the new Commission while continuing to promote
this type of enterprises by raising awareness and facilitating the sharing of experience.

6

EESC-2014-01506-00-01-AC-TRA (point 5.5)
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In this context, and also in view of the effort (mainly human but also financial) made by the EESC, it
seems justified to launch a second phase of this project aimed at:
 Following up on the work done in recent months;
 Continuing to facilitate the exchange of experiences and cooperation;
 Playing its role as the bridge between stakeholders in the social economy sector and the EU
institutions;
 Following up on the work which will be done at EU level on this sector;
 Disseminating results and continuing communication (see below).
Based on the experience acquired, a new smaller project group could be formed to tackle selected
topics directed at the EU institutions and carry this forward within the EESC and subsequently with
the other institutions. The new project group could be reduced to 6 members from the first project
group – two from each group – and could potentially cover the following activities:
 A selected number of going local missions (approx. 6-8) to Member States identified as
needing specific support to meet the sector at national, regional and local level and conclude
its activities with a closing event entitled “Strasbourg one year later”;
 Monitor and follow up on the EU institutions' action on EESC recommendations, e.g. the
launch of a phase 2 SBI.
It is worth stressing that
 the current Italian Presidency has focused its attention on social enterprises, with a
conference to be held in Rome in November 2014, with which the EESC is also involved;
 a wide-ranging discussion is currently in progress in Latvia and the topic will be high on the
agenda during the Latvian Presidency in the first semester of 2015;
 in a recent speech in Paris, Mr Nicolas Schmit, Luxembourg minister for the social economy,
announced that it was his intention to make this topic one of the priorities for the
Luxembourg presidency in the second semester of 2015.
b) Communication efforts
Communication of the project in itself is twofold:
 Communication of results with the other institutions;
 Communication tools used to interact with stakeholders and civil society in the social business
arena.
Having implemented the project, the EESC has arrived at very interesting results, namely about the
level of trust of civil society at EU level but also at Member State level. It is the obligation of the
EESC, as a representative of civil society, to carry these messages forward to the other EU
institutions. It is recommended that the smaller project group mentioned above also include
communication efforts with support from the INT section secretariat, in the following areas:


Disseminating project results to the following institutions:
o the European Parliament;
o the new Commission, specifically DG Internal Market, Industry, the Entrepreneurship
and SME portfolio; DG Jobs, Growth, Investment and Competitiveness; DG Education,
6

o



Culture, Youth and Citizenship; DG Employment, Social Affairs, Skills and Labour
Mobility;
the Council, specifically the Italian presidency and the upcoming Latvian and
Luxembourg presidencies.

The EESC has also developed strong lines of communication with civil society. Efforts in
this area should be maintained and the online community that has been built should not
be lost. It is therefore recommended that both the online Twitter account and the website
continue to be maintained and kept alive – both for the dissemination of subsequent work by
the EESC and for maintaining close relations with civil society in the field.

7
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INTRODUCTION TO THE APPENDICES
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE PROJECT
Within Europe a new social enterprise and social entrepreneurship sector is gaining visibility and
interest. The EESC, which has significant expertise in the social enterprise field, has drafted a
substantial number of opinions in this area, providing key input into the Commission's work on
promoting the growth and development of social enterprise in Europe.
Following the Strasbourg event, the EESC launched the Social Enterprise Project to define policy
directions and concrete actions to be implemented.
As part of this project a number of actions were launched aimed at linking real situations within the
Member States with EU polices by gathering information, sharing best practice and increasing
visibility and awareness on this sector. These actions included meetings, going local initiatives, a
questionnaire, an online forum, use of social media, amongst others.
The following appendices therefore include
Page
Appendix I: Going local reports from different European countries, along with key
findings of interest to the EESC

10

Appendix II: A public hearing with European stakeholders

29

Appendix III: A storytelling section with testimonies from social entrepreneurs together
with examples of existing social cooperatives
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Appendix IV: Responses to a questionnaire sent to the EESC Social Economy Category
members to collect input and ideas
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Appendix V: Extracts from the forum that was launched on the EESC dedicated webpage
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Appendix VI: Other contributions
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Appendix VII: Reports from events organised at the EESC or attended by EESC members

65

Appendix VIII: Communication
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Appendix IX: Objective and method of the project and composition of the project group

76

Appendix X: Strasbourg Declaration

79
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APPENDIX I
GOING LOCAL REPORTS
In order to find out what needs there are regarding social enterprise in the major part of the European
Union, members of the project group participated in several going local missions to reach out to civil
society and build a bridge between the situation on the ground and the institutional level. The overall
objective of this going local initiative was to gather elements that would make it possible to identify
what measures were lacking, so as to recommend measures in the final report to the new Commission
and Parliament with a view to improving the ecosystem of the sector and unleashing its full potential.
The countries visited were the United Kingdom, Finland, Latvia, Turkey, Greece, Sweden, Spain,
Belgium, Germany, Italy, Slovenia, Ireland and Croatia.
The following going local reports present key findings of interest whose results were analysed and
summarised in the report's recommendations.
1.

Participation of Ms Rodert in a discussion on the social crisis in the EU themed "The
Social Crisis of the EU – Who bears the cost" organised by the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung
together with SoVD and AWO (Berlin, 12 March 2014)
The backdrop to the pane debate in which the EESC participated to give a EU perspective,
was the crisis and the fact that is span over further areas than economic and monetary policy
affair. With skyrocketing unemployment rates, in particular among young people, increasing
risk of poverty and the dismantling of regular employment and collective agreements, there is
a clear indication of a social crisis in the EU. In this context the so-called »German model« is
often propagated as something to be emulated, characterised by high competitiveness and
recent structural re-forms of the labour market and social systems. The conference aimed to
explore if this model really does provide the right path for the countries of southern Europe
with their specific welfare state traditions. And what price has Germany paid in terms of
distribution policy in exchange for its supposedly exemplary economic and social policy?
The first speakers included Michael Roth, MP, State Minister for European Affairs followed
by a debate with Prof. Dr. Marcel Fratzscher, President of the German Institute for Economic
Research DIW, Ariane Rodert, Vice- President EESC Group III, Katja Mast, MP, Speaker of
the Working Group on Labour and Social Policy of the SPD parliamentary Group and
interventions from representatives from the social enterprise sector in Greece, Spain and
Germany (AWO). The important role of civil society and its way to meet new societal
demands at local level was highlighted. Central was that in this new social landscape social
movements and social enterprise initiatives are emerging. However, without a recognition of
what these are, and support programmes, these much needed initiatives will not sustain and
thereby miss a key opportunity to innovate the social sector and welfare systems. The
conference also discussed the opportunities of transferability. However, it is clearly indicated
that inspiration may be a value cross-border that “exporting” a system is more complex due to
the unique cultural, historical and national contexts. Instead the capacity building and sharing
best practices is well needed across all sectors and boarders. The role of the social enterprise
10

sector was highlighted by the EESC representative and the work done to provide better
conditions for the development and growth. The German welfare representatives supported
this as well. On the question on social impact bonds, again there was an agreement among the
panellists to carefully look at instruments of this sort and their potential policy effects. Also
that safeguarding the state’s responsibility for the welfare sector and universal welfare system
approach should not be changed and must remain intact.

2.

Participation of Ms Madi Sharma at the Student Ghentrepreneur Event
"Entrepreneurship: a mind-set, not a qualification" (Ghent, Belgium - 19 March 2014)
The event was organised by Ghent University together with University College Ghent and
University College Artevelde as part of the Ghent entrepreneurial ecosystem. They believe in
the American model of thinking, that you can’t be young enough to start-up a business and
learn while doing. For that reason they implemented a status for student-entrepreneurs, which
enables them to find peers who are doing the same and get coaching in order to help them
professionalize faster. With this event they intended to inform and inspire their students to be
more entrepreneurial and use their time and knowledge to start-up as an entrepreneur, if they
have the potential to do so.
Presenting an overall view of entrepreneurship in the EU, Madi Sharma highlighted the
importance of entrepreneurship as a mechanism to exit the crisis, essentially presenting
the spirit of the Opinion "Creativity and entrepreneurship: mechanisms for climbing out of the
crisis", INT/519 stressing the importance of the steps which could be taken to make a change.
Madi Sharma also raised the issue of female entrepreneurs, as asked by the organisers, and
this was again questioned by students in the Q&A part. Her experience as an entrepreneur and
how that fitted with the EESC and policy making seemed to add value to the theory often
experienced in the class room. Inspiring women in Ghent, to follow her path and consider
entrepreneurship was also one of their goals.
Stakeholder feedback
University students and professors:
 Real social entrepreneurs are needed to deliver real experiences in the classroom,
alongside theoretically lectures.
 Role models and inspirational stories work as an encouragement to others.
 Consideration should be made for real entrepreneurs to be mentors /sounding boards
for both students and professors (there was an understanding that entrepreneurs were
busy but that their life experiences were the most valuable learning – plus they could
see the flaws/potential in a project from a commercial as well as social perspective)
 Defining social enterprises as making profit and utilising that profit and not as social
charities are key!
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3.

Participation of Ms Ariane Rodert at the Social Business International Conference
"Social Enterprise Innovation in Services and Creating Ecosystems of Support"
(Helsinki, 2 April 2014)
The event was organised by Social Business International as a follow up event after the
Strasbourg with the objective to boost the social enterprise agenda with a specific focus on
how ecosystems of support for social entrepreneurship can be developed. Participants were
cross-sectorial from members states (primarily the Nordics, Baltics and UK), the EU
institutions and other stakeholders. The outcomes were a series of co-created, practical
suggestions to facilitate social enterprise to reach its full potential.
Ms Ariane Rodert represented the EESC at this event and presented the EESC work on social
enterprise and how to create an ecosystem for social enterprises during the first plenary
session.
The conference was then divided into 6 themes workshops (3 and 3 parallel):
1. Ecosystem
2. Markets: Opportunities for social enterprise innovation in the context of the new public
procurement directive
3. Money: funding and investment to support social enterprise growth
4. Ecosystem 2 Creating the Finish ecosystem
5. Models: Social enterprise innovation and scaling success
6. Measurement: Articulating and measuring social impact
Ms Ariane Rodert attended and spoke at the ecosystem workshops.
Key findings of interest for INT/735
During the event a questionnaire was distributed. This survey is now under development with
a draft report published. But key points summarise well the input from the conference
participants.
The key point made it to boost Social Enterprise development in general. Issues highlighted
were legal forms relative mainstream businesses. An issue highlighted was sustainability if
government subsidies would seize. Finns also expressed a fear of the decrease of the role of
the third sector.
A final manifesto for Finland will be drafted and published later on in 2014.
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4.

Participation of Ms Marie Zvolska at the Assembly of European Regions - Regions
daring to succeed through entrepreneurship (Edirne (TR), 3 April 2014)
With the focus shifting from the crisis to recovery, regions are more than ever catalysts for
innovation and growth. "We believe that it is necessary to continue engaging European
Institutions and stakeholders in the need for further support to entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurs generate 4 million new jobs every year in Europe and regions play a key role
in encouraging and promoting economically sound ideas to be turned into business ventures;
the Assembly of European Region’s (AER) role is to help these initiatives come to life and
develop on a European and international scale”, stated AER President Hande ÖZSAN
BOZATLI as she opened the round table conference “Daring to Succeed: Entrepreneurship
for better growth”.
Concrete examples include:
- Supporting young entrepreneurs in Donegal (IE).The key is to help develop new
attitudes towards the idea and culture of entrepreneurship, as in the INTERREG IVA
“Business Bootcamp” project. This initiative provides young entrepreneurs with stepby-step local and cross-border support for new start-ups and businesses with export
growth potential.
- Growing talent in Flevoland (NL) - Regions4GreenGrowth (INTERREG
IVC), SMART EUROPE (INTERREG IVC) and Summer Entrepreneurs initiatives,
encourage and help SMEs to innovate and work sustainably by efficiently using the
EU Funding for 2014-2020.
- Bruxelles-Capitale: Regions are a platform for SMEs to meet, share information and
innovate together in order to access a new market.
Three workshops on the internationalisation of SMEs, social as well as women
entrepreneurship and a Training Academy on fostering a culture for Entrepreneurship
stressed the need for entrepreneurs to overcome their fear of change, take risks and
welcome innovation.
At the workshop on social entrepreneurship only a few participants had little knowledge
about the topic, mostly came because they wanted to get some information. Presentations
were mostly dedicated to the Women's Entrepreneurship. If participants had some knowledge
about social economy, most of them were only aware of the existence of cooperatives. In her
presentation, Marie Zvolská tried to present the main points of the Strasbourg Declaration,
and the social enterprise project.
Main conclusions
- foster education and skills for entrepreneurship,
- allow new start-ups,
- promote social and female entrepreneurship,
- share good practices between different regions.
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5.

Participation of Madi Sharma and Ariane Rodert as keynote speakers at the Global
Social Entrepreneurship Network Conference, (GSEN) Oxford University, 8 April 2014
The event was organised by the newly created GSEN. The GSEN is the global peer support
network which launched at the end of 2013 with support from the UK Cabinet Office to help
incubate and grow an effective ecosystem of support for early stage social entrepreneurs
around the world.
The EESC were invited as key note speakers at the closing cocktail following the launch of
the EESC Social Enterprise Project (INT/735). The EESC contributions are presented in Ms
Sharma’s going local report.
Key findings of interest for INT/735
The GSEN focused specifically on early social entrepreneurs. The closing panel which
consisted of representatives from across sectors concluded that the following areas are key to
build an eco-system of support for early stage enterprises:
Partnerships
Holistic approach
Long-term infrastructure
Route to market/scaling
Advice and capacity building
The panel mentioned that both direct support (i.e. resources) and indirect support (i.e. body to
connect funders) are needed. It was also mentioned that individual policies must be put
together and get support from higher political level. Further partnerships were mentioned as
key to get to market as well as that they must win-win and not a “check book” relationship
only. Here the connection to the CSR policy agenda was specifically mentioned as well that
corporations could and should get involved more.
Another perspective that was raised was to be careful when choosing investors. What are
needed are investors who view risk and uncertainty different than traditional investments.
This can be addressed through measurements and adjusting risk expectations. Here the panel
advocated for advice investorship (money and mentoring).
Another panellist mentioned that certain questions need to be considered by the social
entrepreneur such as: am I really non-profit, do we want to grow, who should the partners be
and which balance. There is a lot emotional capital in this relations and this must be included
in the awareness building of the support eco-system.
Regarding the geographic challenges for GSEN and social enterprise generally it was
mentioned that key is that there must be a local support design. This since in many cases there
is need for “just-in-time” and local support. What can be useful here is to involve a new set of
people, from cross-sectors. Also to create benchmarks.
14

Regarding capital – both the supply and demand side must be increased and an enabling
environment to this to facilitate capital the best way from early stage to more mature
enterprises. Here the government plays a role as enabler, regulator and investor. On
investment the need for suitable investment readiness programmes were mentioned as well as
other forms of training programs such as work shadowing for investors.
On finance models, grant funding (step 1) was mentioned as crucial as seed funding, which
should be followed by intermediary finance solutions (step 2). The third step would be social
investments. A trend here is to move from large organisation to more crowd sourcing of
support (including finance) to jointly tackle social issues in society. However there is at this
moment too much investor focus which isn’t the goal of social entrepreneurship; there are
other parts of the eco-system still missing. The eco-system is more than financial. Models
must be investigated to ensure the right eco-system is developed which often can be very
delicate for early stage entrepreneurs. Also the importance to safeguard the “idea” when
scaling up was also pointed out.
In conclusion the panels agreed that pieces of the eco-system already exist, but there must be
brought together. Here the government can play a central role to make it understandable and
navigate.
For the future ideas such are sharing “star models” (globally), public procurement was
mentioned as a central factor in scaling up, how to incorporate the social mission in the
investment structure, to find talent, how to scale up was suggested as follow-ups as well as the
importance of networks.
After the meeting GSEN submitted a report with key recommendations as input to the
INT/735 project report.

6.

Participation of Ariane Rodert and Madi Sharma as keynote speakers at the Global
Social Entrepreneurship Network Conference, Oxford University (Oxford, 8 April 2014)
Ms Madi Sharma was invited to give the keynote address at the celebratory cocktail reception
of a new initiative, the Global Social Entrepreneurship Network (GSEN), to present her
experience as an entrepreneur and the work of the EESC.
Ms Ariane Rodert was invited in her quality as rapporteur of the EESC opinion on the Social
Business Initiative and Coordinator of the social entrepreneurship project.
Much of the focus of the event was on the perceptions of how social enterprises should be run
and under what criteria; this included how to scale up whilst retaining the core values and
principles. Additionally the main focus was on investment and how ethical investment could
be controlled, how enterprises should be investment ready, but investment should not be the
key focus or a distraction to a start-up.
15

Moving forward platforms and structures which enhanced partnerships and collaboration
would be welcomed and GSEN hoped it may be able to play a role here. GSEN itself is a
start-up, less than 7 months old, but it is already a learning network for organisations
supporting early stage social entrepreneurs in the world.
Pamela Hartigan, Director of Skoll Centre at Said Business Scholl spoke on entrepreneurship
as the dynamic for change, and that social entrepreneurship was necessary to be supported as
it addressed social issues which were challenging governments globally.
Ariane Rodert presented the work of the EESC, the Strasbourg Declaration on social
entrepreneurship and how the EESC consulted with civil society to bring the policy
recommendations not only to the EU Commission but also to national governments through
our work. She explained the process of how this happens, especially in terms of the Project
which was currently being undertaken in the EESC by going local and listening to those
throughout the value chain working on social entrepreneurship, including and especially the
entrepreneurs themselves.
Ariane Rodert highlighted several key recommendations already identified both in the plenary
session of GSEN and in the EESC conference in Strasbourg, but she particularly reiterated
that investment was an issue but not the focus.
Madi Sharma spoke on being an entrepreneur and a member of the EESC and how the two
roles fitted together. Adding to Ariane Robert's words Madi Sharma shared how the fact that
the members of the EESC were practitioners, in most cases, means that they delivered the
relevant recommendations beyond the theory. Madi Sharma explained that the human capital
component in today’s society was being ignored as we stereotype on who has the ability to
develop ideas. The EESC’s work on entrepreneurship, female empowerment and Europe’s
young people all endorsed that it would be citizens from the grass roots and not politicians
who would solve the current global challenges. Madi Sharma gave her personal story to
endorse Arianne's recommendations and their work as members.
7.

Participation of Ms Ariane Rodert at the OECD LEED Forum on Partnerships and
Local Governance in Stockholm Sweden and Swedish Social Enterprise Stakeholder
Meeting (23-24 April 2014)
The event was organised by OECD exploring various initiatives in the area of job creation.
Ariane Rodert was invited to present the EESC opinion Social Impact Measurement and also
met a group of Social Enterprise stakeholders to discuss challenges and opportunities for
social enterprise development in Sweden.
The stakeholder meeting consisted of the main civil society platforms representing social
enterprise and social economy in Sweden; Coompanion, Skoopi, Famna and Forum. During
this stakeholder meeting the outcomes from the Strasbourg event were discussed and how the
Swedish social enterprise sector can implement the key findings.
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Key finding of interest for INT/735
The social enterprise sector in Sweden is significant but in relative terms (such as for public
contracting) small relative other sectors/providers. The Social Business Initiative has not been
fully implemented in Sweden. There is a clear political signal to support and grow the sector
but so far no clear ownership of the full support programmes/agenda.
The greatest challenge is how to get full support and implement EU initiatives at national,
regional and local levels and the role the EU Institutions can play. Specific challenges are
public procurement and access to suitable finance for development and growth.
The stakeholder raised the following key priorities for the future, most for local level:












To improve access to finance for the social enterprise by encouraging new actors and
instruments  the EU can facilitate an exchange of good practices and map the financial
ecosystem across the stages of the enterprise lifecycle. The EU should also ensure that
any initiatives to support financing for SMEs also include initiatives, which suit the social
economy enterprise models.
To utilise the Act on Free Choice more readily across the country and improve the
tendering process to better suit social enterprises the EU should guide the national
authorities in the transposition of the new directive to ensure they take full advantage of
the new provisions to better include social enterprises (reserved contract, higher
thresholds, social considerations etc.) monitor and compare member state experiences.
The EU should also encourage member state to develop alternate forms of contracting
(such as the Swedish Act of Free Choice and new partnership models and guide members
states in how these fit the legal requirements.
The national statistical offices should better report on the social enterprise sector, today it
is fragmented and inadequate  the EU should exchange best practices on reporting
systems, legal frameworks etc. to better capture the social enterprise sector (such as the
UN statistical model for civil society)
More research resources should be allocated to researching the business models of social
enterprises.  The EU should monitor how Member states take advantage of allocating
research funding towards social enterprises and civil society.
To provide information, advice, support and education at local and regional levels on how
to start and scale a social enterprise.  The EU should explore and share models for
capacity building and support programmes for start-up and scaling up based on the
specific business models logic in the social economy.
To further build visibility, recognition and trust in social enterprise by such as better value
social outcomes in parallel with economic results  The EU should assist in guiding and
promoting social impact measurement and consider how indicators for social progress can
be added to the Europe 2020 reporting
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The following points were raised which capture some of the issues at local level:
 The need to decentralise labour/employment policy to municipal level in the framework
of a broad partnership (municipalities, businesses, unions and social economy etc.) to
create flexible and local solutions for the individual.
 To support the traditional social economy and its role as producer of welfare and
employment
 To create a broad financial ecosystem for the social economy (both instruments and
providers)
 To provide a leadership and talent recruitment programme for social enterprise
8.

Participation of Ms Madi Sharma as the key note speaker at the Conference
"Challenges of the Economic Development" on Entrepreneurship (Ljubljana, Slovenia 26-27 May 2014)
The 2014 Conference on the Challenges of the Economic Development was organised by the
President of the regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Ljubljana, Marta Turk,
whose goal it was to establish a stronger network of innovative women entrepreneurs in the
region of Eastern Europe and Balkan over the next few years, aiming at better economic
development and growth with more inclusion of female potential and support for more jobs
for the young generation.
Madi Sharma was asked to speak at both sessions of the Exhibition.
Madi Sharma also presented the project on Social Entrepreneurship and suggested that in the
near future the EESC could have a joint event with the Chamber to share the value of social
entrepreneurship in the Balkans region, where the concept is still not widely accepted.
After her speech, Madi Sharma was interviewed by the national Slovenian TV.
Stakeholder feedback:
 Business support agencies; entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs :
 Funding mechanisms were essential, there is no support for social entrepreneurs from
national banks – new funding mechanisms crowdfunding; microfinance; must be
accessible for all social enterprises with favourable conditions
 Procurement opportunities for social enterprises did not exist and hence government,
institutional and private sector commitment to social enterprises could be questioned.
– political will, especially in Balkans towards social enterprises is questionable
 Mentors with global experiences and networks were essential, or specialised business
support services.
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9.

Participation of Ms Ariane Rodert, Ms Gunta Anča and Mr Andris Gobiņš in a series of
events on Social Entrepreneurship in Europe and Latvia (Riga, Latvia – 27-28 May
2014)
A. Events and its organisers:
1. Seminar: Social Entrepreneurship in Europe and Latvia, organised by the EESC,
Sustento, European Movement – Latvia with the support of the Soros Foundation
Latvia and EAS Programme, 27.05.14:30-17:00 at the State Administration School,
Raiņa bulv. 4, Rīga prior seminar: preparatory meeting with Ieva Morica, Soros
foundation Latvia, social enterprise working group member, after seminar interview
with journalist of “Latvijas Vēstnesis”, additional, follow up interview in Latvijas
Radio 1 was agreed.
2. Meeting with the acting director of Latvijas Pilsoniskā alianse, the Latvian Civic Alliance on the development of social entrepreneurship organised by A.Gobiņš
3. Expert Round table for working group members of the Social Entrepreneurship
Concept under the Ministry of Welfare organised by G. Anča
4. Meeting with the Parliamentary Secretary (Vice Minister) Ilona Jurševska and Head
of the Office of Minister Reinis Uzulnieks of the Ministry of Welfare organised by G.
Anča
B. Participants in the meetings with Ms Ariane Rodert
1. Seminar: more than 40 Social entrepreneurs, NGO representatives, ministry
representatives (Finance, Welfare, Regional Affairs), city council and region
representatives (Riga and Jūrmala city council, Kurzeme Regional Planning
District), incl. Head of working Group on the concept of Social Entrepreneurship
Ms Daina Fromholde
2. Meeting with the acting director of the biggest umbrella organisation of Latvia,
member of the Social entrepreneurship working group Inta Šimanska and A.
Gobiņš (EESC).
3. Expert round table: almost 20 members of the working group for the concept and
law on Social Entrepreneurship in Latvia (Ministry representatives, Social
entrepreneurs, NGO representatives), hosted in the premises of EESC member G.
Anča, Sustento
4. Meeting with the Parlamentary Secretary (Vice Minister) Ilona Jurševska and
Head of the Office of Minister Reinis Uzulnieks of the Ministry of Welfare
organised by G. Anča.
C. Themes discussed/outcomes of meetings:
1. Seminar: Social entrepreneurship in Europe and Latvia – what it is, what are
opportunities, the main problems, challenges, issues (social, environmental, services).
Different way of development of social entrepreneurship in different countries. A
brilliant introduction by Ariane Rodert on different approaches and commonalities of
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social entrepreneurship in EU member states gave a deep and concrete insight on the
developments, tendencies and challenges of the sector.
Questions discussed:
 Potential and impact of social enterprises in Latvia and the EU in a crisis/post
crisis time and problems they face
 Suggestions for the draft concept and law on social entrepreneurship in Latvia
and the definition of social enterprises –key: participatory and inclusive approach
in the process
 Importance of legal form vs useful criteria/principles (aim, use of profit,
democratic structure and decision making) as core for the definition of social
entrepreneurship
 Best practice examples, motivation and innovative power from social enterprises
in EU member states (incl. supportive environment e.g. with micro credits, startup, access to public procurement, tax relief, training etc.)
 Pros-and cons of regulating the sector, best practice and risk prevention of
support measures for social entrepreneurs, incl. risks and prevention of distortion
of regular business and competition etc.
Participants reported that as the concept/a state strategy on the development of social
entrepreneurship in Latvia is currently drafted, which also will serve as the basis for a
probable law on social entrepreneurship, the visit and chance to share best practice,
identify and solve questions linked to the sector in Latvia was extremely useful and
needed. It gave new insights in possible solutions and new motivation and inspiration
for future social enterprise development sector development in Latvia.
2. Expert round table:
Expert Round table for working group members of the Social Entrepreneurship
Concept under the Ministry of Welfare.
The aims of the discussion were:
- to develop better and clearer strategy for the implementation of the idea of the
Social Entrepreneurship in Latvia
- to provide necessary information for possible changes in Latvian legislation in
this field
- to resolve the discussion on possible competition between business and social
entrepreneurship
Questions discussed:
 The role of NGOs involved in providing social services/active as social
enterprises and the support needed from sides of the government
 Suggestions for the draft concept and law on social entrepreneurship in Latvia
and the definition of social enterprises –key: participatory and inclusive approach
in the process, wide definition
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Importance of legal form vs useful criteria/principles (aim, use of profit,
democratic structure and decision making) as core for the definition of social
entrepreneurship

Representative from different ministries have got better understanding about possible
ways of the development of social enterprises based on European experience.
Action suggested for the EESC
 The EESC should continue and widen field visits with sharing of best practice
with representatives linked to social entrepreneurship. It gives important
development impulses in the visited countries, increases the visibility of the
EESC and Social entrepreneurship and provides important insights for the EESC
on needed action on EU level.
 Support Social entrepreneurship strategy development via consultation on a social
entrepreneurship suggestion paper to the Latvian Government and another to EU
institutions drafted by civil society representatives in close cooperation with
EESC members competent in the matter
Additional information
Media coverage: “Latvijas Vēstnesis” article: http://www.lvportals.lv/print.php?id=263506
European Movement Newsletter: http://www.eiropaskustiba.lv/socuznseminarsarianerodert/
Press release also in Leta.lv and BNS.lv
10.

Participation of Ms Madi Sharma as the key note speaker at the Presentation organised
by the Croatian Chamber of Commerce and the City of Zagreb (Zagreb, Croatia - 6
June 2014)
The event was organised by the Croatian Chamber of Commerce and the City of Zagreb and
focussed on the value of social entrepreneurship to the fast changing economies, especially
those coming out of crisis.
During the presentation Madi Sharma spoke about her role as an entrepreneur and EESC
member and how the two fitted together, plus this was a great opportunity to promote the
work of the Croatian EESC members.
At the same time Madi Sharma promoted the EESC opinions on Entrepreneurship, on Female
Entrepreneurship and the Social Entrepreneurship Project. Social Entrepreneurship is only just
coming onto the Croatian agenda and the government is currently in the process of revising its
policies for this valuable entrepreneurship mechanism, so my intervention was very timely.
Madi Sharma had several TV and radio interviews, including this one in Croatian
http://www.womeninadria.com/madi-sharma-utjelovljenje-inspiracije/
In her speech she highlighted the strengths of Croatian people in the following areas: An
active community since they are people with ideas who want to support the growth of the City
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with Ideas; It is a country of visionary young people with energy, commitment and
dedication; And last sustainability whose full concept and impact are understood by the
people.
Stakeholder feedback:
Entrepreneurs, aspiring entrepreneurs and students
 Social entrepreneurship is NOT recognised in Croatia, nor in the Balkans. It has
negative implications and is very unlikely to be adopted by the Croatian Government.
 Political will is not there to find an alternative label for such enterprises, and the word
social carries too much stigma.
 Entrepreneurship education for all kinds of entrepreneurship with real learning by
doing, and experienced business people in the classrooms is absent in Croatia.
Young people are more drawn to social innovation and supporting their region develop but
there is little help for them, and no funding mechanisms.

11.

Participation of the INT/735 Project Group at the Greek Presidency Conference “Social
Entrepreneurship; a tool for addressing local development, youth unemployment and
social needs” (Heraklion, Greece - 10-11 June 2014)
This international conference was organised by the Greek Presidency and specifically by the
Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Welfare. The EESC project group attended the
conference, which consisted of the following topics:
During the first day the conference consisted of plenary presentations giving an overview of
European policies in the Social Entrepreneurship sector and the latest developments on new
legal frameworks on social economy and social entrepreneurship in the member states. Ariane
Rodert presented the EESC INT/735 project during the first panel.
During the second day the conferences consisted of workshops on the following themes,
where the project group members and INT-secretariat attended:





Vulnerable groups unemployment: how can social entrepreneurship respond - good
practices
Social entrepreneurship and social innovation as a tool for addressing new social needs at
local levels – good practices
Social entrepreneurship in production of services, social entrepreneurship impact on
youth unemployment
Networking at regional, national and European levels; an important factor in social
entrepreneurship

The last part of the conference was further plenary discussions on aspects of fundraising,
ways of fundraising, financial instruments, measuring social added value and promoting local
development. Ariane Rodert presented the EESC work on social impact measurement.
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Key findings of interest for INT/735
The conference gathered a vast number of stakeholders interested and supportive of social
enterprise development. Quite clearly there is still a need to further build visibility and
understanding of what social enterprise is and how it fits the various national contexts.
Several of the member state presentations (such as legal frameworks) were very enlightening
and informative, demonstrating the various development levels of social economy and social
enterprise across Europe. The EESC received high visibility and our role and opinion work
was referred to in both plenary and in the workshops. The EESC is clearly seen as an expert
resource on the topic of social enterprise.
It is clear that many member states are taking legislative initiatives but rather than this the full
ecosystem should be developed prior legal acts which may stifle if applied too early. The
focus was on social entrepreneurs who are emerging at local levels. These need focused and
suitable support to become sustainable. In addition this initiative must be seen in a greater
lifecycle perspective to ensure support from start-up to scaling and sustainability. The SBI has
clearly built visibility on the topic but there is a full ecosystem and policy agenda is lacking in
many member states. Public procurement was seen as a key challenges and also capacity
building and training. Further social innovation policy should be better connected to social
enterprise policy.
This tied in well to the discussions in the workshop on social innovation. Here the participants
clearly stressed a common European definition of social innovation but also that social
innovation policy only works were there strong social policy schemes exist. Further ideas
such as how one can capitalise on collective learning, ensure social impact of social
innovation and collaboration of stakeholders were discussed. A clear signal was that a
bottom-up approach was central since social entrepreneurs and social innovators emerge at
local level.
In the workshop on service provision the diversity of approaches was discussed clearly
identifying that the "southern" approach is that social enterprises replaces welfare providers
while the "northern" approach is that social enterprises ensures choice and diversity of
provision. Here social entrepreneurship was identified as a solution to tackle unemployment
but that it can only be achieved through a strong partnership between all relevant
stakeholders. Solutions to empower youth were education (formal and informal), concepts
how to create a business plan, financial literacy/budgeting and develop platforms to connect
young people. Further to services some issues were identified such as funding, lack of trust,
lack of collaboration and lack of qualified staff.
INT/735 Project Meeting
The day after the conference the EESC project group gathered for a project meeting, taking
stock of the conference and planning next steps. During the project group meeting a Greek
social entrepreneur, Antigone Dalamagas, who manages a recycling enterprise, presented her
views on the challenges and opportunities for social enterprise in Greece. Her main comments
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were that social enterprise can grow in Greece but first there has to be a clear political will
providing entrepreneurs with business development support such a as help to create viable
business plans, seed funding and second stage funding, better access to ESDF/ESF (some are
today excluded). The sector itself is very fragmented and needs to get organised. Some further
comments were that the law has preceded the sector (better to wait with legislation until the
sector has established itself). On the topic what the EU can do the following was
recommended:
 Need cohesion between DGs and ministries  consider bringing social and
environmental social enterprise policies closer together
 Capacity building is central  there is today lack of technical know-how, cross-border
transfer of knowledge should be encouraged
 Build capacity among public authorities and ensure that regional development also
include social enterprise.
 Procure for sustainability, and provide capacity building on how to better procure, there
are project results to build on
 Mobilise financial institutions to provide suitable capital who today are not providing
loans
 “Lighten up” Greek regulations, today social enterprises often need to have existed for 2
years to get support
 Recognise the sector and give it a voice in the right contexts such as for communities
 Map the sector wider
 Support and implement the concept of social impact measurement.

12.

Participation of Ms Madi Sharma as the key note speaker at the ICSB 2014 World
Entrepreneurship Conference (Dublin, Ireland - 11-14 June 2014)
The International Council for Small Business (www.icsb.org) is a global network with a
membership of approximately 3,000 members in 80 countries. While the primary profile of
members is entrepreneurship educators and researchers, it also counts policy makers, support
agents and entrepreneurs amongst its membership. This was the 59th World Conference but
the first time ever to be held in the Republic of Ireland (it was held in Belfast in 2003). There
were about 1,000 delegates that attended the conference and there were over 600 papers from
58
countries
submitted.
All
the
papers
are
available
online
at
http://icsb2014.org/programme.html.
The EC delivered a workshop on creating an entrepreneurial university based on a recent
publication and website that they have launched (www.heinnovate.eu). The Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) studies consortium host a special Forum at the conference.
This is a serious coup as GEM Reports are recognised globally as the benchmark studies on
national entrepreneurial activity.
One of the key outcomes of the Conference was created by the European Training Foundation
who publicly launched a new Charter on Youth Entrepreneurship which is set to tackle youth
unemployment across the globe. Local young entrepreneurs (including students) were
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included as part of this activity so as to ensure that this topic happens across the conference.
There were also speakers from Russia, Morocco and Jordan involved in this Plenary Session.
Prior to the workshop Madi Sharma had been invited to be on the expert advisory panel
working on the production of a Global Youth Entrepreneurship Charter to represent the
EESC. She presented the Charter for Youth Entrepreneurship which was then worked and
amended by the experts to reflect the discussions in the room.
Ensuring the right policies are in place to support youth entrepreneurship is critical to building
sustainable growth and jobs. But policy support tools on youth entrepreneurship are generally
‘singular’ i.e. focusing on one policy line (e.g. youth unemployment) without considered
attention to wider factors that work together as a package to promote youth entrepreneurship.
The main topics of the Charter were: a) Building an entrepreneurial culture b) Entrepreneurial
learning – lifelong model c) Building the ecosystem d) Young people’s contribution to
priority economic sectors and e) Young immigrant entrepreneurs – Many of these could be
seen in terms of social entrepreneurship
Stakeholder feedback
University professors, trainers and academics:
 There is an essential need to share the global practices and examples of social
entrepreneurship – no one model is superior over another but the combined learning
could stimulate innovation and the creation of new social entrepreneurs through
enterprise ideas in different countries.
 Social entrepreneurship was a new dimension of business, often seen as replacing
public services but in a charitable way or to be funded by the public sector without
the creation of profits – therefore a definition of social entrepreneurship needed to be
used which could vary per country but should have an element of reinvestment in
social causes.
 Funding mechanisms should be created to support social enterprises
13.

Participation of Ariane Rodert and Miguel Angel Cabra de Luna in a Seminar coorganised by CEPES and the EESC, Madrid 12 September 2014
CEPES organised a conference in Madrid on "Social enterprise as an agent of Social
Economy" with the support of the European Economic and Social Committee. This event took
place at the headquarters of the Economic and Social Council of Spain.
The event was attended by over 80 representatives of social economy organisations as well as
high level officials from the Spanish Ministry of Employment and Social Security and the
Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism, representatives of political parties in the House of
Representatives, representatives of departments responsible for promoting the social economy
of the Autonomous Communities of Asturias, Navarra, Castilla La Mancha and Castilla León,
representatives of Universities specialising in research on the Social Economy and Social
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Enterprises (SPAIN CIRIEC- and Red EMES), representatives of CSR departments in private
entities and foundations involved with corporate social action, and the media.
The objectives of the event were
- to provide inputs from Spain to the proposals of the European Economic and Social
Committee on the promotion of social enterprises in Europe, in line with the Strasbourg
event of January 2014;
- to propose measures for the development in Europe not only of social enterprises but of
all European social economy enterprises;
- to analyse the integration of the new concept of social enterprises in the Spanish legal
framework in accordance with the existing legislation on social economy.
At the opening ceremony, the representative of the Ministry of Employment and Social
Security outlined the measures for developing the social economy in Spain. The
representative of the European Commission Office in Madrid listed the various initiatives of
the European Union in favour of social enterprises in terms of financing, visibility and
education. Ariane Rodert, Vice-president of the EESC Various Interests Group, presented the
project on social entrepreneurship and the work being done by the EESC to draft proposals for
promoting social enterprises which will be submitted to the new European Commission and
the European Parliament. She invited the conference participants to make their own
contributions in this regard.
This was followed by a workshop, moderated by Miguel Angel Cabra de Luna, the CEPES
representative in the EESC and Spokesperson for the Category for Social Economy.
Participants in the workshop included Ariane Rodert, Alain Coheur, President of Social
Economy Europe (a European organisation representing the social economy), Juan Antonio
Pedroza, President of the CEPES and Nieves Ramos, President of ENSIE, a European
organisation of social integration enterprises and FAEDEI, a state organisation of integration
enterprises.
The President of CEPES said in his speech that Spain had a legal definition of social economy
enterprise, established by Law 5/2011 on Social Economy. The definition of social economy
covers various business forms that share the principles and values of the social economy, such
as cooperatives, worker’s associations, mutual societies, fishermen's associations, foundations
and associations conducting economic activities, along with several social economy
enterprises such as integration enterprises, special employment centres or social initiative
cooperatives corresponding to the social enterprise model, as defined by the European
Commission.
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The presentations were followed by a debate. The conclusions were as follows:
At European level:
A. To recognise that there is a risk in the development of social economy enterprises in
Europe, as there is a terminological confusion between the concepts of social economy
and social enterprise.
To overcome this confusion, the following proposals were made:


To clarify the concept of social economy enterprises at European level, especially in
the European Institutions, in order to:
i. take account of the fact that social economy enterprises are a firmly-established
business reality in several Member States and have a considerable community acquis
recognising their importance and weight in European society. Commissioner Barnier
stated in the European Parliament that the social economy accounted for 15% of GDP and
17% of employment in the European Union.
ii. clearly indicate that, while social economy enterprises and social enterprises share a
number of principles and values, the social economy is a broad business phenomenon that
encompasses different forms of enterprises operating in all economic sectors, while social
enterprises focus specifically on addressing social needs and promoting the social
inclusion of vulnerable groups.
iii. therefore avoid the synonymous use of social enterprise and social economy
enterprise, which are complementary but distinct realities.
iv. move towards a clarification of the concept of social economy enterprise, taking into
consideration the existing national legislation on social economy (e.g. Spain, France and
Portugal).



To set out the concept of social enterprise as part or agent of the social economy, as
defined by the European Commission.

B.

The European Commission and the European Parliament should promote a new
agenda for the social economy, so that all European Union socio-economic policies
take this business model into account.
The conference showed that the European Commission had so far focused solely on
promoting social enterprises. However, it was felt that it was essential not only to
promote social enterprises, but also strengthen the whole social economy, since a
stronger social economy could provide better results for society and put in place better
mechanisms for the development of the whole, meeting the needs of each of its
components, including social enterprises, as set out by the European Commission.
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To this end it is proposed that the European Institutions and Member States, in
coordination with the organisations representing the social economy, draw up a European
plan for the promotion of the whole social economy.
At Spanish level:


It is considered necessary to incorporate the emerging concept of social enterprises in
the Spanish legal framework; it is therefore proposed to legally define social
enterprises in the social economy, through an amendment to Law 5/2011, based on
the model of the French Law on Social and Solidarity Economy approved in July
2014.



In the framework of the transposition of the Directive on public procurement, it is
proposed to include social clauses which allow the contribution of the social economy
business model to be given greater weight in public procurement.
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APPENDIX II
PUBLIC HEARING ON THE EU POLICY AGENDA FOR SOCIAL ENTERPRISE:
WHAT NEXT? - 3 SEPTEMBER 2014
On 3 September 2014, the EESC organised a hearing in Brussels. The hearing brought together European
experts, Social Economy stakeholders and the European institutions.
After 8 months gathering information from social enterprise players at local, regional, national and European
level, the hearing contributed to complement the findings already collected in the Member States and was the
last step before drafting the final report.
Appendix II presents the programme of the hearing, the conclusions summing up the main points that were
raised, and the list of participants.

Programme
08.45

Registration of participants

09.00-09.05

Welcome by Ariane Rodert, Member of the EESC, Coordinator for the Project Group on
Social Enterprise

09.05-09.20

Presentation of the work carried out by the Project Group on Social Enterprise by
Ariane Rodert

09.20-09.35

Jonathan Bland, Managing Director, Social Business International Ltd, "The ecosystem of Social
Enterprises"

09.35-09.50

Heather Roy, President, Social Platform, "The perspective of Social Platform: Taking stock and
what is next on the Social Business Agenda"

09.50-10.05

Luk Zelderloo, President of Social Services Europe and Secretary General of EASPD, "The
perspective of Social Services Europe: Taking stock and what is next on the Social Business
Agenda"

10.05-10.20

Juan Antonio Pedreño, Vice-president, Social Economy Europe, "The perspective of social
economy actors: Taking stock and what is next on the Social Business Agenda"

10.20-10.35

Conny Reuter, Secretary-General of SOLIDAR, Co-chair of the Liaison Group with European
civil society organisations and networks, "The perspective of civil society: taking stock and what
is next on the Social Business Agenda"

10.35-11.00

Coffee break

11.00-12.15

Floor requests followed by open debate

12.15-12.25

Amaryllis Verhoeven, Deputy Head of Unit, European Commission, DG Internal Market and
Services "What has been done so far and what is on the agenda for the next months"

12.25-12.35

Heinz K. Becker, Member of the European Parliament, "What has been done so far and what is
on the agenda for the next months"
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12.35-12.55

Questions and answers

12.55-13.00

Summing up by the project coordinator Ariane Rodert.

Conclusions
(Drafted by Marcel Smeets – Social Economy Europe)
The programme consisted of a session of panellists, a discussion and reactions from the
European Commission and the European Parliament.
On behalf of Social Economy Europe, Juan Antoñio Pedreño took the floor as a panellist and
stressed the importance of the needed conceptual clarity and the need to consider social
enterprise as an integral part of social economy. Other panellists, including Social Platform,
SOLIDAR and EASPD, agreed about this needs and called for an adequate political, legal,
and economic framework to promote and further develop social economy in the European
Union. This followed the suggestion to create an adapted “eco-system” for the sector, but this
was judged to be too loose, too vague and not taking into account the values of the sector.
On behalf of the European Commission, Amaryllis Verhoeven (DG MARKT) reported about
the state-of-play of at the Commission and gave an insight in the upcoming work. This
includes:
 Finalising the mapping study (October), incl. country-specific reporting about status
and legal frameworks for social economy
 Implementation and transposition issues regarding the public procurement directive at
a national level
 Funding and the development of an adequate instrumentarium
 Partnerships and their development on a European, national, regional and local level
 The Italian EU Presidency conference and GECES meeting in November
Heinz Becker, on behalf of the European Parliament stressed the need for better and more
interaction between the European and national/ regional/ local levels and the Italian EU
Presidency conference as a good follow-up of the Strasbourg conference.
In her concluding remarks, organiser and host Ariane Rodert pointed as most important
conclusions and issues:
 Visibility of and communication about the added value of social economy
 Not to rush into legal frameworks, especially not as the social economy sector in
some EU member states has not fully been developed
 The European level should provide more guidance to the national and regional/ local
levels
 There is a need of a dedicated team / department within the European Commission to
better coordinate and initiate policies concerning social economy
 There is a need of a profound study and analysis of the different logics and models of
social economy in the EU member states, and of a possible mainstreaming of this
variety
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Foster partnerships to really change systems and to promote the bottom-up dialogue.

Ariane Rodert will take these points in the discussions in the EESC project group and try to
draft a report soon. This report will be communicated to the European Parliament and the
European Commission and may form a basis for future EU policies for the social economy
sector.
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APPENDIX III
STORYTELLING
Over the course of the project, the group launched a storytelling initiative to allow everyone interested
to contribute.
The idea was also to get inspired by success stories with a view to disseminating best practice, good
ideas and innovative solutions in the field of social enterprise.
The following success stories from Italy, France and Spain are a good illustration of what has been
achieved on the ground by passionate social entrepreneurs and will surely inspire the reader.

1.

In Italy, at L'apebianca Social Enterprise means....
.... providing benefits for individuals and the community both directly and indirectly, growing
a local project that helps our neighbours lead a higher quality life with less impact on the
planet, an innovative business model that that focuses on people rather than profits.
Social enterprise starts with an idea, a problem to solve. Our success cannot be measured by
financial figures, but by the mission and the results we have achieved. However, the saying
"no margin, no mission" captures the important reality that as social enterprises we can only
reach our social goals if we are also able to create an economically sustainable business
model.
Our project began with the dream of creating a cultural and commercial centre that would
promote conscious consumerism, providing people with the knowledge and the opportunity to
choose quality products from local producers, helping to create citizens who take
responsibility for the future not just of the planet, but of the local economy. We provide an
integrated space for conscious living: organic, local and free trade foods; recycled, vintage
and artisanal clothing; natural and organic cosmetics and toiletries; locally and responsibly
produced furniture and home goods; a local and organic bistro; free consulting services and
events for the community; and a holistic wellness area. It is not just about being "good" but
showing that it is possible to be innovative, fresh, and responsible with higher quality
products and even glamour.
This vision inspired an innovative business model: a retail space including for-profit
organizations that is managed by a non-profit social cooperative. Our partners include local
artisans, farmers, cooperatives and other small businesses that have an environmentally and
socially sustainable vision. Being incorporated as a social cooperative means that we provide
work opportunities for disadvantaged people in our community, and also that the business is
owned and managed by people from the same community - putting responsibility for
achieving the mission of the project in the hands of community members.
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There are of course many challenges for social enterprises. Taking an innovative approach
that is founded on promoting a cultural change will take time to implement. We need focus on
continuous communication and engagement with our local community - changing shopping
habits that are ingrained and reinforced by the advertising campaigns of large for-profit
companies takes time and dedication. We also have to be patient and willing to work for some
time without a profit, just as any start up would have to do. A bottom up cooperative approach
can also be tough: convincing people to join the project, finding funding, discussing every
decision – but in the end it is much more solid than a top down project because the risk
doesn't stand in the hands of only one person or of no one, but of everyone.
One of the most important benefits of being a social enterprise is being part of a network of
other enterprises that share a similar vision. Strength comes from cooperating with each other,
and so we were lucky to participate and be invited to speak at the Social Entrepreneurship,
Social Inclusion and Sustainable Community Development Conference in Istanbul on 26 June
2014 that was designed by TACSO in response to the January 2014 Strasbourg event. It was
inspiring to hear the stories of other social enterprises, and we came away from the event with
new ideas and also contacts to expand our network for sourcing responsible products and
services. If social enterprise is a tool to produce social change and provide benefits to our
communities then it is certainly something that we can only achieve by working together!
Alice Cubeddu

2.

Transformer le monde en se transformant7: l’économie sociale et solidaire pour une
Europe de la confiance et de la solidarité
À 18 ans, j'ai choisi une ‘business school’ : je voulais contribuer à transformer les rapports au
sein des entreprises. En m'engageant professionnellement dans l’économie sociale et
solidaire(ESS), j’ai eu la chance de découvrir ce que les gens font quand ils sont ensemble :
rarement le pire, souvent le meilleur, surtout quand ils sont à la fois suffisamment soutenus et
autonomes. Encore plus que les institutions, ce sont les formes de vivre et travailler ensemble
qu'elles incarnent qui me passionnent.
Depuis 40 ans, j’ai travaillé dans la banque coopérative et les services associatifs d’intérêt
général, expertisé les spécificités des entreprises associatives, créé le “Comité de la Charte
”pour la déontologie des appels aux dons, participé à la création et l’animation de plusieurs
réseaux européens de l’économie sociale, dirigé un groupe associatif d’établissements
d’hébergement pour personnes âgées dépendantes. Directrice du développement du Crédit
Coopératif de 2003 à 2011, je suis désormais mise à disposition auprès des Rencontres du
Mont Blanc-Forum international de dirigeants de l’économie sociale et solidaire et secrétaire
du bureau de Confrontations Europe.

7

Selon l'expression de Paulo Freire. Je me reconnais aussi beaucoup dans la "critique artiste" du capitalisme selon Boltanski et Chiapello.
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En Europe, depuis 1990, les formes hybrides d’entreprises et, notamment, les collectifs de
l’économie sociale fondés sur l’engagement de personnes et l’absence de propriété
individuelle, ont été considérées comme dérogatoires par rapport à l’Etat et au marché. Je suis
le témoin de la pression qui s'est exercée sur l’économie sociale pour qu’elle s’aligne sur des
outils de gestion standardisés, conçus pour le modèle dominant des (grandes) sociétés
commerciales. La guerre économique se fait au quotidien dans les entreprises...
D’un côté, on critique les méfaits ordinaires de la standardisation et on valorise la
coopération, dont l'ESS serait une sorte d’idéal-type ; d’un autre, on force les organisations de
l’ESS à s’insérer dans des modes de gestion qui réduisent la dimension humaine dans
l’organisation. On tue ainsi d'un côté les spécificités que l’on vante de l'autre. Il faut mettre fin
à ce paradoxe et promouvoir une diversité des modes de gouvernance et de régulation selon la
taille, l’activité, le caractère lucratif ou non...
Le caractère atypique de l’économie sociale ne devrait plus être considéré comme une
faiblesse, mais comme une chance pour l’innovation et une 'économie de la confiance'8 en
Europe. Pas une ‘seconde chance’, mais un facteur indispensable du changement sociétal
majeur qui bat au rythme des évolutions numériques et démographiques.
Il faut promouvoir ceux qui veulent transformer le monde tout en se transformant, moins
pousser les opérateurs à se concentrer pour rendre au prix le plus bas un service moyen à des
citoyens moyens fictifs. Certes, la déception citoyenne a des effets positifs en donnant
naissance en permanence à des innovations et alternatives, notamment d'économie sociale.
Mais le désespoir guette aussi, avec son lot d'abstention et de rébellion.
Beaucoup de points de vue se sont exprimés à la Conférence de Strasbourg et nous espérons
que la future Commission européenne relèvera le défi de l'entrepreneuriat social, collectif
comme individuel. L’innovation naît dans les marges, de la complexité, de l’association de
différences. Je plaide pour la biodiversité, la concurrence entre les modèles et le soutien à
l’hybridation entre dimensions entrepreneuriale et intérêt général, avec les financements
publics et de long terme nécessaires.
Nicole Alix
3.

It was clear...!
… without giving it a second thought, I decided to share my story with you. Why? Keep
reading and you will find out the reason.
Before answering the questions that CEES posed, let me introduce myself and explain the
process by which I became a social entrepreneur. My name is Beatriz Contreras Milla, from
Spain. I am a social worker with 7 years of experience in the public sector in Spain and 3
years of experience working with different companies and NGOs. I was one of the

8

"Pour une économie de la confiance en Europe, la contribution de l'ESS", bilingue, Option de Confrontations Europe, n°33, janvier 2014,
sous la direction de Nicole Alix et Matthieu de Nanteuil.
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participants in the event Social Entrepreneurs: Have your say! (Strasbourg, 16-17 January
2014), and I learned a tremendous amount, met many people, and established contacts that
will be helpful to me in the future.
I have travelled to a number of countries, taking part in professional activities related to social
work. During the last three years, the desire to make a difference and be an active part of
building a new kind of Social Work has become a driving force in my life. It was always on
my mind, but the hectic present kept me from actively engaging in that building, until one
year ago when I made the decision to take two sabbatical years from my job in order to begin
to carry out my dream and my challenge to find a way to apply Social Work in businesses,
specifically in social enterprise. Working in a different country gives one the opportunity to
see how social services respond to local needs, and I am convinced that one can learn new
methods and ideas that can later be applied in one’s own country. So that is the path that I
have begun to take. “Europe’s economic and social model needs to be reinvented” and to do
so we need to learn other methods.
I am currently involved in a social enterprise in India called India Social Responsibility
Vision. We are a Section 25 Company, commonly known as a non-profit company or a social
enterprise. India has a law that requires all companies to give 2% of their profits to social
projects, which is how companies like ours receive funding. I will participate in the “Program
Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs” where the host-entrepreneur and I will be able to work
together to build something better in Europe, thus adding another grain of sand to this
endeavor.
The whole world is an opportunity for me. Wherever we look we find something missing.
This missing part is sustainability. My personal challenge is to become even more organized
and disciplined and through that discipline and organization to be able to better perceive and
act on the needs that I see in society. My professional challenge is to gain more experience
managing and expanding a team so that in the future I can form and lead my own team.
Because the most important asset in a company is its human capital. One of the biggest
challenges is to make people understand that every social work is being done by proper
utilization of money, and when money is involved then commerce and business happens, so
social work is just another form of business with clear objectives of service. Any organization
that focuses on sustainable development and aims to be self-reliant , with the motive of
"giving" and "serving" the people can be termed as a social enterprise. An organization that
does business for social causes is a Social Enterprise according to me.
Beatriz Contreras Milla
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4.

In Italy, a network of excellence in the production of welfare services9
CGM group (Consorzio Gino Mattarelli), the largest Italian group of social cooperatives
The CGM was established in 1987 comprising over 1,000 cooperatives and cooperative
consortia scattered in Italy, representing 45,000 workers including 10% of disadvantaged
people and benefitting to 700,000 families. Cooperatives mainly provide social services,
health care and education. Through a bottom-up approach based on local communities' needs,
this model has grown from local to national level to reach a turnover of 1.1 billion euros.
Consorzio SIS (Sistema Imprese Sociali), the excellence in the field of social innovation
and entrepreneurship strategy
Consorzio SIS is one of the 80 cooperative consortia of the CGM group. Established in Milan
in 1995, the group gathers 30 cooperatives offering social services for children, elderly or
disabled people. The group supports its constituent cooperatives by giving various services
such as training, financial, management and accounting advices, funding opportunities. The
project has been driven by the increasing needs of the impoverished population of Milan. In
2010, the turnover was 44 million euros whilst employing over 1,800 people including 10%
of disadvantaged people.
Spazio Aperto Servizi providing health, social and educational services
"Spazio Aperto Servizi is an Italian social cooperative that has been operating in the
metropolitan area of Milan since 1993. It provides health, social and educational services and
counts 350 members out of whom 256 are worker-members. SAS operates with a special
concern for citizens’ needs and active participation, which is considered to be the key element
for the definition of a new innovative and community-based strategy. Indeed, SAS is a multistakeholder cooperative, namely owned and controlled by several types of members (workers,
volunteers, suppliers, legal bodies, and families of the disabled involved in the cooperative).
An example of innovation generated by the cooperative is the "Casoretto" semi-residential
center that, since 1999, has been providing social and health services to disabled persons. It
was born as a joint initiative of the families of the disabled persons and the workers of SAS,
aimed to provide families with a service responding to the specific needs of persons between
18 and 65 years-old with severe mental and physical disabilities. The cooperative now has to
implement its social mission of responding to the emerging needs in a new urban context,
characterized by critical factors, such as the scarcity of economic resources available from
public institutions and, at the same time, an increase in socio-economic difficulties which
have worsened since the crisis. The establishment of new partnerships with the private sector
is one of the strategies put in place by the cooperative in order to reduce its dependence on
public funds and strengthen its investment capacity. From 2008 to 2010, the cooperative
registered a 16% increase in employment and an 18% increase in turnover."

9

Extracts from the study The resilience of the cooperative model, CECOP - CICOPA Europe. The publication can be found here:
http://www.cecop.coop/The-study-The-resilience-of-the-cooperative-model
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The cooperative Simone de Beauvoir giving home care services to elderly and disabled
adults
"Simone de Beauvoir is a social cooperative founded in 1993 by 15 members, through a spinoff of another cooperative. It provides home care services to the elderly and disabled adults in
the Milan metropolitan area and related hinterland. In 2003 it established the Integrated Day
Centre for elderly persons affected by Alzheimer's disease, perhaps the most common form of
dementia among older adults. This centre is the result of the experience developed over the
years in home care services: it was increasingly clear that there was a need for specific
treatment for people suffering from various forms of dementia, for which home care could not
represent an adequate response. At the same time, an analysis of social and health data on the
elderly population, as well as a targeted assessment of the situation on the territory of Milan,
confirmed the need to provide this specific service. In 2004, the cooperative was recognised
by the regional accreditation system and thus formally integrated in the regional health
structure. From 2008 to 2009, the turnover of the cooperative went up from 1.2 to 1.5 million
euros (a 27% increase in one year)."
La Cordata offering social housing and services (Extract from Enzo Pezzini's story)
"La Cordata is a social cooperative which, since 1989, has been offering both social housing
and hosting/tourism services to various categories of people in Milan: tourists, students,
workers, families, foreigners, children, and single mothers with their children and people with
disabilities. It offers hospitality, social support, education and housing or accommodation for
short - medium and long-term periods. The main mission of the cooperative is to provide, at
the Milan metropolitan level, temporary housing solutions for vulnerable categories (minors
of age, handicapped persons, one-parent families etc.) and for the many people who transit
through Milan (for work, study or tourism) and need accommodation at competitive prices. La
Cordata increased its turnover from 2,584.284 euros in 2008 to 2,932.578 euros in 2010 (a
13% increase in two years in spite of the economic slowdown).This cooperative is a good
example of entrepreneurial risk-taking and innovation management."

5.

Experiences of cooperatives active in industry and services across Europe10
In Spain, how cooperatives offer stable jobs and integration into society for marginalised
citizens
Established in 1982, La Fageda is a cooperative producing dairy goods whilst providing social
and work integration to disabled people. Specialised in the production of milk and yogurt, the
cooperative also provides gardening services. Despite a high competition in an area with
strong culinary tradition, the cooperative found their own local market by developing a
quality and artisanal production. With a turnover of 335 million euros and providing jobs to
over 3,600 people, the cooperative has built a long-term inclusion model.

10

Extracts from Cooperatives, territories and Jobs – Twenty experiences of cooperatives active in industry and services across
Europe, CECOP-CICOPA Europe; The publication can be found here: http://www.cecop.coop/Cooperatives-Territories-and-Jobs
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In Poland, the Opoka social cooperative provides catering, training, handicraft,
construction for marginalised population
Established in 2009, the Opoka social cooperative was created in 2009 to reintegrate
marginalised people in the labour market in the areas of catering, training, handicraft and
construction services. The economic development of the cooperative has been fostered by
public procurements which allowed the cooperative to diversify its activities and participate in
various projects involving different stakeholders. In 2010, the turnover was around 250,000
euros whilst employing about 30 people.
In Italy, the social cooperative Ghelos is specialised in fashion design and tailoring
First a project launched in 2002, CODICEASBARRE, before becoming a cooperative in
2005, Ghelos emerged from the idea to introduce entrepreneurship in prison for a better
rehabilitation of women in society. Based on the unbalanced conditions between women and
men in prisons where centres are mainly organised for satisfying needs and demands of men,
this cooperative aimed at providing tailoring and sewing courses for women prisoners.
In Finland, how the cooperative Osuuskunta Toivo delivers social services that favour
employment and integration into society
Founded in 1997, the cooperative Osuuskunta Toivo provides various types of social services
from consultation clinic for work-life problems, consultation centre for children, rehabilitation
courses for youth, psychotherapy trainings to improve wellbeing at work. The cooperative,
with an annual turnover of about 1.5 million euros, intends to deepen its interest in art to
support "social creativity" as an element of well-being.
In Romania, the handicraft high school Spiru Haret, provides high quality education
The Handicraft High School “Spiru Haret in Bucharest comprises a network of 12 schools to
constitute one of the biggest suppliers of professional, basic and continuing training in
Romania with around 2,500 students per year. This education institute provides professional
qualifications in various services from catering to mechanics, and developed divers projects
supporting marginalised populations via European funds and programmes and in partnership
with foundations and private companies.
In Malta, the cooperative Vista, provides childcare services
Created in 2003, Vista is a cooperative based on the values of self-help, social responsibility
and local development. Its main activity is the Kid-start summer club, a programme hosting
around 600 children every year, by which children, including those with disabilities, have the
opportunity to learn whilst participating in activities over the summer.
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APPENDIX IV
RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Over the course of the project, the Social Economy Category of the EESC decided to contribute
asking a number of stakeholders to answer four questions.
The key conclusions from the responses given were as follows:
•

Improve access to suitable financing instruments

•

Provide technical, capacity building and business development support

•

Safeguard the Social Economy in its different forms

•

Immediately finalise the Statues for European Association

•

Partnerships and better cooperation across sectors

The questions and the detailed answers are reproduced in the following pages11.

1. Based on the three principles prioritized by the EESC project group what are in your
experience the key barriers and challenges for social economy enterprise development and
growth in your country?
A. European Structural and Investment Funds
 There remains a need to reduce the bureaucracy of EU funding and adopt a simplified
approach for accessing and administrating EU funds so that smaller social enterprises have
the capacity to use funds as intended. In order to support this, there is a need to ensure
support for core priority areas and easier access to bidding for funding.
 Few charities and social enterprises are ‘investment ready’. In England, for instance, the
ESIF Programme 2014-20 will allow for some ESF to be used to support the social
business sector become ready to access ERDF Social Investment. It will be important to
share any emerging good practice and lessons learnt at a European level.
 These organisations require a combination of financial and non-financial support to be
sustainable It is vital that (as it is stated in Principle 5) there is more EU funding available:
o To allow small scale seed funding for early stage social entrepreneurs;
o To develop non-financial support mechanisms to help social entrepreneurs grow their
ventures, make them financially viable and create impact. This includes education,
hard and soft skills development, business start-up and development support, training,
etc.
o To build capacity for organisations supporting social entrepreneurs, everywhere in
Europe;
o Support organisations (where they exist) are usually less than 5 years old and in
general fragile, lacking financial resources and struggling to attract and retain skilled
11

A – UK Social Business Initiative Expert Group, B – Mario Campli, C – Joseph Honoré Guimet, D – Enzo Pezzini, E – Carlos
Trias Pintó, F – Ulrich Tiburcy.
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professionals to deliver quality support to social entrepreneurs.
The voluntary, community and social enterprise sector experience in England in the current
ESF Programme has mostly been at the sub-contracting level. Resultant challenges that
could be addressed include problems around cash-flow; delays in payments; short subcontracts; and narrowly specified contractual requirements and targets.
Eligibility rules must be made clear from the outset to avoid claw back later.
There is a need for the next round of ESIF to promote a mix of funding – grants, contracts
and social investment to enable a wide range of organisation participate in the
implementation of the programme.

Regulatory environment
State Aid
The State Aid rules are complicated. They are framed in technical language, generally aimed at
sectors other than those that social businesses generally operate in and, to a large extent, rely
on individual interpretation of the rules. These factors combine to have the effect that
commissioners, funders and social businesses themselves tend to err on the side of caution and
assume the Rules apply (or may apply) even when they may not, as they cannot afford the
advice to determine whether or not they do, or the possible consequences if they proceed
without such advice. On other occasions, the rules may apply technically, but inhibit the
growth of the social business sector without achieving, in practice, any of the purposes for
which the rules exist.
The Social Business sector is a fledging market with limited impact on the overall Single
Market, and therefore State Aid rules should allow for exemptions to enable this development.
For example, this may include:
 Exemptions of services to the person, namely the Services of General Economic Interests
(SGEI) Package, are enabling in nature and beneficial to organisations, yet more clarity
and wider dissemination of toolkits and guidance is needed;
 There is an urgent need for State Aid clearance for the UK’s Social Investment Tax Relief
to support growing social investment market.
Public procurement
In general, the focus needs to be more on the national government in terms of how it transposes
the rules and the contracting authorities in terms of how they interpret them. To this end, the
EESC needs to encourage the European Commission and Member States to consistently
promote an appropriate implementation.
 There needs to be a consistent, frequent and forceful communication that the EU
Procurement Directives are intended to implement the goals of the Social Business
Initiative and help deliver the 2020 vision, so that this cannot be ignored by Member
States, by Contracting Authorities or by the European Courts.
 Best commissioning practice in terms of public spending delivering economic and social
and environmental value needs to be identified and promoted (and possibly rewarded) so
that this can be seen to be not only what is possible, but what is expected.
 Where there is a potential conflict between the principle of preserving competition across
borders and encouraging development of social businesses, the EU might consider
explicitly encouraging an objective assessment of what is most appropriate to the particular
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procurement and allowing the commissioner to act in line with that assessment.
Access to finance
 While in the UK a range of Social Investment Finance Intermediaries have expanded the
amount of capital available for social sector organisations, there is still a lack of
appropriate capital that meets the need of social sector organisations. (Secured lending is
plentiful from mainstream and social lenders, but often that is not required or suitable.)
 The primary factor inhibiting the use of social finance is the cost of finance – there are a
variety of factors behind this (perceived risk, high transaction costs, the inability to
diversify portfolios sufficiently). However, the high price of social finance, primarily high
rates of interest, means that many organisations are unable to access social finance without
threatening their own sustainability.
The secondary factor is the form that capital takes. Some products have emerged to help
social sector organisations access finance, such as Social Impact Bonds, but these are very
specialised and unlikely to benefit most social sector organisations. Alternatively, where
the appropriate form exists (e.g. unsecured loans), the size of these loans is too large for
organisation that need them. There is currently a gap in the market place for appropriately
priced unsecured social finance loans ≤ £250k, particularly focused on the £10-50k bracket
which is patient enough to allow time for social and financial returns to be generated
consistently.
There is also a challenge around the length of time that it takes for finance to reach the
sector.
B.

Le difficoltà vanno ricercate nel contesto degli strumenti strategici per lo sviluppo
dell’impresa: risorse (es. il credito), mercati (es. la internazionalizzazione) e le forme
societarie. In questi contesti, durante la crisi, sono aumentate le difficoltà per le SBI e, nel loro
ambito, ancora di più per le “imprese sociali”.

C.

Répondre aux carences de l'action publique
Les associations occupent une place privilégiée. Cette dimension associative doit être prise en
compte et, pour ce faire, il faut que l'action soit pleinement reconnue et pérennisée dans son
financement. C'est bien le financement de la mission d'intérêt général qui doit être sécurisé audelà du financement du seul projet. Les actions conduites doivent être inscrites dans la durée.
Un modèle qui ne doit pas être réservé aux entreprises en difficulté
Si l'on prend les exemples de la petite enfance, l'aide aux personnes âgées, handicapées ou à
domicile, le risque de segmentation du marché existe entre les zones "faciles" dans lesquelles il
est possible de faire du profit et les zones "plus difficiles" dans lesquelles les entreprises
privées, à défaut de rentabilité, se retireront.

D.

Nous partageons 100% l’expression “entreprise de l’économie sociale” qui sous-entend que les
entreprises sociales (selon les critères ci-après) font partie de l’économie sociale.
“The SBI mentions “the social objective of the common good” as being the very reason for
social enterprises’ commercial activity. Consequently, most social enterprises (defined as per
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the SBI criteria and represented in the GECES and at the Strasbourg Conference “Social
Entrepreneurs, Have Your Say!” - 16-17 January 2014) are characterized by the provision of
services of general interest (social services, work integration of disabled and disadvantaged
persons, health, education, the environment, local development etc.) to EU citizens.»
E.





F.




Access to credit
Recognition of their specificities and the positive externalities that they are generating (that
could justify social clauses in public procurement)
Technical support to facilitate their growth
Reduction of the barriers for innovation, because of too tight requirements of responsible
public financier.
Organizing the transition process from innovation into the core / general supply: need of
round tables between the institutions that develop and test social innovation on the one
hand, and policymakers, who decide on the admission of a successful innovation to the
regular public offer on the other

2. Based on the current Social Business Initiative agenda, what key actions should be carried
forward and/or added for a second phase of the agenda?
A. Urgent and very important is to clarify what aspects of SBI lie in the role of the European
Commission and what are the Member States responsibilities in the application of these
opportunities.
Remaining issues to be tackled under SBI next phase include:
 Use the findings of the mapping exercise when it is completed in September to show where
different structures in member states create their own challenges and help member states to
tackle these with support from other member states , GECES and EU
 Links between the social economy and the general macro-economy should be tightened.
For instance, the Report ‘Growing the Social Investment Market’12 clearly demonstrates
the value of the social investment market, not just in social terms but also the economic
benefits, by undertaking a robust economic impact analysis for the first time. This
additional economic impact for the UK economy needs to be considered alongside the
wide ranging social benefits the market delivers. It would also be supportive to gather
further case studies and examples across Europe.
Following on from the above shifts in focus should be encouraged so that:
 Social investment is structured to take in account the needs of the investors, the investees
and the impact which the investment is intended to deliver
 Those responsible for businesses and investment funds are expected to balance their
responsibility to make an operating surplus with defined social and environmental
responsibilities
12

Report prepared for the City of London, Big Lottery Fund, Big Society Capital, and Her Majesty’s Government by ICF GHK in
association with BMG Research in July 2013,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/210408/Social-Investment-Report1.pdf
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B.

Siccome nella crisi le S.E. si sono spesso trovate spesso nell’isolamento, ogni azione pubblica
per aggregare le imprese sociali e per mettere a disposizione delle stesse comuni ambiti di
valorizzazione è assolutamente strategica, sia nel breve che nel medio-lungo periodo. Tra
questi “ambiti di valorizzazione” rientrano gli “Statuti europei” (della SBI, della Cooperativa,
della Mutua, della Fondazione, dell'Associazione). E’ assolutamente negativo, pertanto, il
ritardo con cui la Commissione procede su questi strumenti.

D.

1. Plus de clarté dans l'utilisation de la terminologie (en évitant la confusion entre : social
business, entreprise sociale et entrepreneuriat social) serait utile à consolider la portée et les
objectifs de l'initiative et augmenterait son efficacité. La relation avec les services d'intérêt
général (services sociaux, insertion professionnelle, santé, éducation et environnement) devrait
également être clarifiée. En effet la relation avec les services d’intérêt général détermine
nécessairement l’accent sur la durabilité, la qualité, la capillarité, l’«accessibilité» et la
participation des bénéficiaires et des fournisseurs.
2. Les politiques proposées sont à considérer comme utile et les questions soulevées en ce qui
concerne les régimes de financement sont certainement d'une grande importance, toutefois,
améliorer le cadre juridique et fiscal et augmenter la visibilité des entreprises sociales serait
une action tout aussi bénéfiques dans le développement du secteur.
3. Le manque de reconnaissance envers ce secteur exige d'une part un grand effort de la
recherche comparative afin d'approfondir les connaissances sur ce type d'entreprise et d’autre
part d'agir avec des activités des formations stratégique pour intervenir sur la perception
largement répandue sur des questions controversées telles que les aides d'État et des marchés
publics. (Voir action 9 Déclaration de Strasbourg)

E.




A database to well identify the European universe of social enterprises
Promote inter-cooperation, exchange of experiences and identification of good practices

F.



Expansion of capacity building for the development of structures for the management of
social innovations in the social economy.
Application of the partnership approach to the development and testing of social
innovations: here for example offers the Code of Conduct in the ESI fund a first
orientation.



3. What further recommendations would you give the EU Institutions for this agenda?
A. EU-wide analysis and wider knowledge sharing
 The EC should initiate the creation of a toolkit of collection of good practices, examples of
implementation of hypothetical cases of social clauses, meaning of quality of social
services, of characteristics of social services in public procurement and state aid guides.
This practical support should not only be addressed to legal experts, but also to local
authorities and social service organisations.
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Collection of case studies on issues around considering use of EUSEF would be highly
desirable to ensure that interest in this sector grows over time. The EUSEF is available as a
constructive market mechanism to help international social capital flow.
Social Investment is not the panacea to all the funding challenges of the sector, it is one
mechanism alongside other forms such as grants and contracts. Social investment (which
often takes the form of loan finance) works at its best when accompanied by investment
readiness (grant). The European Commission should embark on an analysis of the different
social finance mechanisms being used across Member States, sharing knowledge from
successful use of social finance.
The EC should seek to implement the recommendations of the impact measurement subgroup which was adopted by the GECES in June 2014, in particular the recommendation to
continue to fund the working group to produce guidance documents and to create a
knowledge centre for impact measurement.
The guide ‘Buying social’ needs to be updated and translated into the EU languages. The
UK’s Social Value Act considering all implications could be set as a positive example to
be adopted and adapted across Europe.

Awareness-raising, dissemination
 The EU institutions should ensure that there is clarity around the availability of EU funding
in support of social enterprises or social investment approaches (such as the EASI fund),
ensuring that is well advertised and signposted through networks such as the GECES.
 The EC should involve other EU institutions and Member States with the branding of
social enterprise.
Stakeholder engagement
 The European Commission should plan the next three years involving the GECES expert
group more intensively in addressing key issues arising from the implementation of the key
SBI initiatives
 The EU should continue to actively engage with the initiatives undertaken by the UK and
the rest of the G7 countries to create a global social investment market.
 Working/Expert Groups created by the European Commission to assist transposition of EU
rules should be open to stakeholders and social enterprises for the items relevant to social
sector organisations.
Further recommendations
 There needs to be a shift in focus of social finance away from the needs of investors,
towards the needs of social sector organisations. There needs to be a better emphasis on
investment readiness and financial sustainability to encourage more social sector
organisations to evaluate their requirements. We need to promote a shift away from the
default responsibility of company directors and fund managers to be primarily about
maximising profits to making reasonable profits whilst demonstrating social and
environmental responsibility.
 It is important that any services provided to assist social sector organisations be based on
supporting a holistic journey towards investment readiness – this may include measures
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like addressing the quality of business plans or fixing financial structuring to prepare to
take on social investment, as well as other forms of capacity-building. Stimulating
awareness of the potential that external investment can offer is key to this, as is changing
management outlooks and behaviours, establishing appropriate business practices and
achieving accredited operating standards. It is also important that the internal costs of
investment readiness are included and the need to recognise that if social sector
organisations are going to be able to receive this funding they need to have strong core
capital.
B.

Uno studio (ma rapido: tre mesi al massimo) che metta in relazione i ritardi nella integrazione
europea e le fragilità dell’economia sociale, con l’obiettivo di mobilitare migliaia di soggetti
reali (persone, giovani, donne, ecc.), rimotivandole verso la costruzione europea. Basta parlare
(e piangersi addosso) solo di crisi.

C.







D.

Chacune des familles de l'économie sociale doit pouvoir conserver ses spécificités.
Les modes d'accompagnement de l'économie sociale doivent rester différenciés afin de
préserver la "biodiversité" de l'Economie sociale
La richesse des composantes de l'économie sociale doit être reconnue
Etablir des modules d'enseignement de l'économie sociale qui sont aussi des moyens pour
faire connaitre ses actions, ses valeurs et donner envie aux jeunes d'entreprendre autrement
Mettre en place un statut d'association européenne.

Supporting social innovation by the new structural funds programs and the measures to make
public procurement more accessible to social enterprises included in the new Directives
adopted. The EU must follow through on all the actions in the SBI.
At the same time, EU needs to call on Member States to develop national frameworks for the
growth and development of social enterprises. Member States, regional and local authorities
must fully support the growth of social enterprises and help them build capacity.
Social enterprises innovation must be considered as priorities by the Member States in their
National Programmes. Conference participants called upon the Member States to make full
use of all available mechanisms in order to guarantee investment priorities for social
entrepreneurs.
National implementation of public procurement Directives had to move decisively in the
direction to promote social and environmental criteria amongst the criteria for awarding public
contracts. The EU should offer guidance and support to Member States to take advantage of
the new provisions in the revised Procurement Directives to better include social enterprises in
the tendering process. Social enterprises should be encouraged to create groupings when
responding to public tenders.
EU Institutions should collect and disseminate the best examples – amongst the Member States
- on these two points:
1. Best practices at national and regional level in investing in new structural funds
programs.
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2. Best examples at national and regional level that take into account social and
environmental aspects amongst award criteria.
It is very important the need of improve the regulatory framework of State-aid rules to allow
for specific tax treatment of social enterprises that limit profit distribution and rules for
entrusting social enterprises with the provision of social services of general interest should be
made clearer and simpler, for associations and public authorities alike.


Social enterprises ask that EU Institutions adopt policies to support social enterprises in all
sectors. Social enterprise should be mainstreamed into all EU programmes and should be fully
embedded in enterprise policy at EU and Member State levels.



4. What should the role of the EESC be?
A.  The EESC’ role should ensure that all EU institutions and Member States understand the
economic, as well as social, benefits social enterprises bring – in terms of innovation and
job creation. The EESC should actively raise awareness about the important role played by
the social economy and ensure the suggestions made above are kept alive within the new
Commission as it draws up its agenda for the next five years.


B.

The EESC should also help ensure that there is clarity around the availability of EU
funding in support of social enterprises or social investment approaches (such as the
Employment and Social Innovation), ensuring that is well advertised and signposted
through EESC’s networks.

Costituire per le Istituzioni europee (Parlamento e Commissione, soprattutto) un pungolo
permanente a tradurre nei fatti l’invito-appello di Strasburgo: “Imprenditori sociali prendete la
parola”.
Organizzare un programma dettagliato di “audizioni” (non una volta sola) dei soggetti
dell’economia-impresa sociale sugli strumenti di cui hanno bisogno per :
a) Uscire dall’isolamento
b) Superare le loro fragilità dinanzi alle risorse, ai mercati, alla concorrenza.
Per giungere ad un vero e proprio RAPPORTO (che è molto di più di un parere) del CESE
sull’Impresa Sociale.

C.
D.

The EESC had to continue the support to social enterprises promotion. In the final Declaration
there are a number of bottlenecks need to be addressed to grow the social enterprise sector in
Europe the coming years.
Mantenere una funzione di stimolo, accompagnamento, verifica, tramite audizioni, pareri
d’iniziativa o esplorativi, mantenendo un rapporto stretto di dialogo e collaborazione con le
altre istituzioni che accompagnano l’iniziativa.
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Garder une fonction de stimulateur, facilitateur à travers de l'accompagnement, vérification, au
moyen d'auditions, avis exploratoires ou d'initiative, maintenir une étroite relation de dialogue
et de coopération avec d'autres institutions qui accompagnent l'initiative.
From the Strasbourg Conference emerged the social enterprises contribute to Europe and that
they create opportunities and hope for the future. EU had to consider that people are asking for
this. There must be a stronger engagement at EU, national, regional and local levels with the
social enterprise community in the co-creation of new policies to support social enterprises,
suited to the local context. European policy makers have agreed on the crucial role of
cooperatives in the current situation, too. In the various debates and feedback from the floor in
plenary, the role of social enterprises and co-operatives in creating new jobs, especially for
young people, was repeatedly underlined, even though the job issue, in itself, was not on the
agenda of the conference.
E.
F.

Critical involvement of the discussion.
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APPENDIX V
FORUM – Extracts
At the very beginning of the project group's work, an Online Forum was launched on the website
dedicated to the project in order to allow interested stakeholders to contribute at each and every
moment to the debate, to share experiences, to give their opinion, to exchange some ideas while
reaching as large an audience as possible.
The following pages contain some selected extracts of the different messages posted.


Posted by Sophie Chiha, PEFONDES
 Citizens, civil society and the Foundations, and in particular social economy foundations,
must be at the heart of the European strategy aiming at promoting social innovation.
 Exchanging (best) practices must also allow the various players to learn from each other’s
mistakes, but also to actually transfer good practices from one country to another:
therefore there is a need for tools and funds to actually transfer successful social
innovations.
 Public and private players need efficient tools to be able to measure and assess the social
innovations they’re promoting and ultimately transferring.



9 Apr 2014 19:11
Posted by Kik
Create the infrastructures to facilitate the Start-ups. Create a Hub where you can get all infos
you need, also the newest ones.
Create new laws which are made for the enterprises who are voluntary to re-take their social
responsibility like it should finally be normal. To be aware of the society in its globality and
the human beings in first line. Taking on consideration future bills which include also the
costs of social and environmental destruction and take a part of this money for those who are
awarded what and who is around them



9 Apr 2014 09:34
Posted by Tenna Korsbek Andreasen, Central Denmark Region
How can we develop the eco-system for SE so that it is not becoming just a new way of
spending public funding (a "subsidy-economy"), but a way of generating a new generation of
businesses, which has the resilience of the society as a key point?



8 Apr 2014 16:10
Posted by Laura, Solco Brescia
The most important in my view:
9. Social enterprise still needs further research and national statistical collection for a better
understanding, recognition and visibility of the sector, both among policymakers and the
general public.
10. In this new Europe, all players need to look at growth and value creation from a wider
perspective, by including social indicators and demonstrating positive social impact when
reporting social and economic progress.
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8 Apr 2014 10:50
Posted by Jean-Michel Content, International Association for Financial Participation
The promotion at a European level of a policy of participation in all the enterprises should be
encouraged in the prospective of Europe 2020: it would lead to the improvement of social
dialogue, to better corporate governance, and could achieve the goal of promoting the UE as a
social model worldwide.



8 Apr 2014 10:23
Posted by Alain Garlan, SMart Europe
Élaborer, dans le cadre de l'ESS, un nouveau contrat social pour faciliter les mobilités
européennes des travailleurs au projet et particulièrement celles des entrepreneurs-salariés des
entreprises de l'économie sociale.



7 Apr 2014 12:11
Posted by fra
2. Partnership to support social enterprises



17 Mar 2014 15:02
Posted by Andrea Erdei, European Commission
4. Creation of an eco-system for SE; 7. Better cooperation between SE and between public
authorities; and 8. Suitable public and private financial instruments



17 Mar 2014 10:41
Posted by Lippe Koivuneva, The Ministry of Employment and the Economy
All are connected. For example:
developing the eco-system = 1 + 4;
partnerships at various levels = 6 + 7; and
visibility = 9 + 10.



14 May 2014 16:42
Posted by T.Glad, Impact Hub
Better cooperation between SE and between public authorities + EU and MS reinforce the
role of SE in reforms go hand-in-hand. How can we shape a future that combines a more
entrepreneurial action with social & environmental betterment? How can we build on what is
already happening on the ground, supporting renewal of a vibrant public sector?
Collaboration between this sectors is not easy, thus I think a priority.



14 Mar 2014 16:07
Posted by Patriza Bussi, ENSIE asbl
1. Co-create new policies to support social enterprise. 2. Better cooperation between SE and
between public authorities --> 1+2 = it's important to work together in order to facilitate the
social enterprise model, the only that balances financial, social, cultural and environmental
needs. 3. Further research and national statistical collection --> recognition and visibility
foster the success
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14 Mar 2014 12:17
Posted by emanuela maggio
1. Suitable public and private financial instruments
2. Further research and national statistical collection
3. Creation of an eco-system for SE



14 Mar 2014 10:39
Posted by JCM, EC
Better cooperation between SE and between public authorities
EU and MS reinforce the role of SE in reforms
Co-create new policies to support social enterprise
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APPENDIX VI
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

Over the course of its work, the project group received a series of other contributions suggesting ideas
and formulating recommendations or guidelines for the future.
Appendix VI includes:
A letter from Mr Jordan Hristoskov, Bulgarian deputy prime minister and minister of labour
and social policy
Comments from the UK Social Business Initiative Expert Group
Comments from Carlos Lozano, Spanish Business Confederation of Social Economy
(CEPES)
Comments from Miklos Pásztor, EESC member
Comments from Jonathan Bland, Social Business International Ltd
Comments from Krisztina Tora, Global Social Entrepreneurship Network (GSEN)
Comments from Michaela Miele, Progettazione e Sviluppo Interland Consorzio
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1.

Letter of support of the Bulgarian
Governement
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2.

Comments from the UK Social Business Initiative Expert Group (Bates Wells
Braithwaite LLP, Big Lottery Fund, Big Society Capital, Cabinet Office, Charity Bank,
City of London Corporation, National Council for Voluntary Organisations, Social
Finance, UNLTD)
The EESC (European Economic and Social Committee) Social Enterprise project aims to give
clear recommendations to the new European Commission and European Parliament for a
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second phase of the agenda to develop and grow the social enterprise sector. The EESC
project has prioritised three particular principles (number 1, 3, and 5) in the Strasbourg
Declaration to collect input and ideas.
Principle 1: The EU must follow through on all the actions in the SBI. It should develop
a second phase of the SBI that broadens its scope, deepens its partnership with Member
States, regional and local authorities, civil society organisations and key players in the
ecosystem.
Principle 3: There must be a stronger engagement at EU, national, regional and local
levels with the social enterprise community in the co-creation of new policies to
support social enterprise, suited to the local context.
Principle 5: In partnership with the social enterprise sector, Member States, regional
and local authorities must fully support the growth of social enterprises and help them
build capacity. For example through legal frameworks, access to finance, business
start-up and development support, training and education and public procurement.
In addition to the above, we suggest embracing some of the other principles of the Strasbourg
Declaration:
Principle 4: The Commission must ensure that its commitment to create an eco- system
for social enterprise is mainstreamed in its policies.
Principle 6: The European institutions and Member States should reinforce the role of
social enterprises in structural reforms to exit the crisis, notably where the social
economy is less developed.
Principle 10: In this new Europe, all players need to look at growth and value creation
from a wider perspective, by including social indicators and demonstrating positive
social impact when reporting social and economic progress.
Within the European Commission, it is important to make sure that there is a solid
understanding and joined up approach to establishing a well-functioning social investment
market. We would encourage, directly and through EESC, the EU to focus on the following
activities to deliver systemic change for the good in relation to the Social Business initiative:






Remove barriers to the growth of social enterprises and social investors (by, for
example, revision to State Aid regulations);
Enable growth of the social business sector (e.g. through targeted funding);
Promote good practice which demonstrates the value of the social business sector and
those engaging with it (e.g. achievements of those within the sector; procurement best
practice around social value);
Advocate consistently that social business is not a minority interest, but something
that can deliver deep and wide ranging benefits in both social and economic terms
across the EU. Currently the sector is adversely affected by the status quo and there is
a role for the EU to act to create a more even playing field;
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This potentially leads to relevant policy and practice being implemented by the EU.
3.

Comments from the Spanish Business Confederation of Social Economy (CEPES) on the
consultation with the European Economic and Social Committee regarding social
enterprise - Carlos Lozano
Presentation
The Spanish Business Confederation of Social Economy (CEPES in the Spanish), which was
formed in 1992, is a State-level business confederation whose cross-sector nature makes it the
most important institution representing the Social Economy in Spain, setting itself up as a
platform for institutional dialogue with public authorities. CEPES, as an organisation that
brings together a range of existing economic initiatives under the concept of Social Economy,
is made up of 28 organisations. All of these are State or Regional confederations and specific
corporate groups, which represent the interests of Cooperatives, Labour Associations, Mutual
Associations, Social Insertion enterprises, Special Employment Centres for disabled people,
Fishermen’s Guilds and Associations from the Disability Sector, with more than 200 support
structures at the level of the autonomous regions. CEPES exists as a sole spokesperson to
integrate and unite all these confederate organisations; it defines itself as an economic and
social agent which operates in the market and whose actions impact on society; one that has
its own personality, defending a business model with its own specific values.
It accounts for 12% of GDP, with a turnover of more than 150,000m Euros, and represents the
interests of more than de 44,000 companies, more than 2,560,000 jobs, and more than
16,000,000 associated individuals.
Within the CEPES business fabric we may identify social insertion enterprises, sheltered
employment centres for disabled people, and social initiative cooperatives, which are the
forms of the Social Economy enterprises that respond to criteria set out by the European
Commission to identify so-called “social enterprises”, all of which makes CEPES a
representative entity, through its members, of approaches to doing business identified as
“social enterprises”.
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Question responses
- What, for you, is the social business model?
The European Commission has already defined the social enterprise13 as an operator in the
Social Economy, whose main objective is to have a social impact rather than to make a
profit for its owners or shareholders. These enterprises, the European Commission ads,
operate by providing goods and services for the market in an entrepreneurial and
innovative manner, and use their profits primarily to achieve social objectives. They are
managed in an open and responsible manner and, in particular, involve employees,
consumers and stakeholders affected by their commercial activities.
And it as such that, at CEPES, we define and understand Social Enterprises in accordance
with the criteria established by the European Commission
- In your view, what are the opportunities and challenges in the field of social
enterprises?
In the public institutional and policy development sphere, the following would be a
priority in the opinion of CEPES:
In accordance with the definition established by the European Commission, which we have
just outlined, the European Institutions should, in coordination with the Member States,
work to instil and use the same terminology which will enable the identification of
social enterprises as part of the Social Economy, in such a way that the business
reality at which the measures to be put into force are aimed is made even more
specific, in order not to damage the overall ensemble of Social Economy Enterprises
that are well established in the European Union. The diversity of terms (Social
Economy, social enterprises, social entrepreneurship, or social business model) generates
confusion, as sometimes they are used to define different realities, which would be correct,
but in many cases are used synonymously, which is a mistake, because not all Social
Economy enterprises are social enterprises as defined by the European Commission.
The concept of the Social Economy enterprise includes not just so-called “social
enterprises”, but also other business models such as cooperatives, mutual societies,
associations and foundations undertaking economic activity. These enterprises and entities
share a series of principles that were established by their representative organisations at
European level in 200214. In fact, the Social Economy has benefited from considerable
recognition on the part of the European Institutions, which have drafted more than 250
documents in the past 12 years mentioning the Social Economy, and it is recognised to
13

14

COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL THE EUROPEAN
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE AND THE REGIONS’ COMMITTEE Social Business Initiative l Creating a
favourable climate for social enterprises, key stakeholders in the social economy and innovation /* COM/2011/0682 final */

Charter of the principles of the Social Economy: http://www.socialeconomy.eu.org/spip.php?article263 these
principles are coherent with the principles identifying Spanish Social Economy enterprises according to law 5/2011
on the Social Economy.
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have made a significant contribution to economic and social development in the European
Union.
At CEPES we feel that the measures we need to put forward should necessarily take this
scenario into consideration, in such a way that any EESC proposal ought to make it quite
clear that, within the overall framework of the Social Economy, one may identify social
enterprises, in order to strengthen the latter wherever necessary.
- Has the Strasbourg event enabled you to enter into partnerships with other European
stakeholders?
As the representative organisation for the Social Economy and Social Enterprises in Spain,
CEPES maintains collaborative links with all of the representative organisations from the
Social Economy sector at European level, as well as those of various Member States, by
being a member of SOCIAL ECONOMY EUROPE and COOPERATIVES EUROPE,
these being organisations representing the Social Economy and cooperatives respectively.
The partnerships already existed before the Strasbourg Conference, the conclusions of
which have, for us at CEPES, gone to highlight the need to reinforce the development of
the Social Economy in Europe even more, and not just that of social enterprises, which are
a fundamental part of the Social Economy.
In spite of both the associative and legislative progress we have seen in Spain regarding
the Social Economy, the Strasbourg event has allowed us to initiate a debate in Spain on
how to frame this new concept of the Social Enterprise (as it is defined by the European
Commission) within Law 5/2011 on the Social Economy, with the purpose of analysing
how this new business form may be made to fit in with the rest of the entities that make up
the Spanish Social Economy.

4.

Short Summery on Hungarian Social Entrepreneurship - Pásztor Miklós, EESC
The Hungarian statistical system distinguishes two types of non-profit organizations:
"classical" civil ones (foundation, association) and "non-profit enterprises".
The latter form has existed since 2009, as a special form for social enterprises. The Hungarian
law allows that a limited or public limited company can run as a "non-profit limited for
public benefit".
This means that the object of this type of company must meet any state-responsibility issues.
A special procedure exists proving the compliance. Such companies must reinvest their profit
to their "activity by purposes of their statutory".
Unfortunately, all such companies in Hungary were state-owned companies earlier, so there is
not private- founded one. The cause of their transformation was the liberated employment
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policy and the greater freedom of management. They get subsidy from state-budget as same
quantity as earlier. They can take charge for services and gather donates.
2500 companies exist in this form. The most ones operate in economic development and
employment fields (41%), the next working field is education (16%), than culture (14%),
social protection (9%), heath care (7%) and research-leisure-environment protection-police.
Practically, this sphere of companies almost totally divides from “classical” non-profit sphere.
They do not employ volunteers, but employ 80% of paid work of total employment of entire
non-profit sector, and get 60% of state subside of sector, meanwhile the entire sector consist
of 70.000 organizations.
Nevertheless, the today Hungarian government does not use this form in the conversation
of public services and utilities from private-owned company form to communal type; it uses
the classical state-owned – centralized/bureaucratic/official – company form, especially in
education, health care and utilities.
Some words on "classical" civil/non-profit organizations:
The majority of 65.000 civil organization is fundraiser by a state-owned or community-owner
organization to supplement of other financial possibilities – for instance: a founding beside a
school witch collect money from parents for field trip of student to spare personal income tax.
10% of them have not financial activity and the income of almost 50% of them is under
€1500.
The majority deal with sport, leisure, culture and interest protection (50%). The other main
issues are education (14%), social protection (9%) and health care (4%). We can find social
enterprises in the latest two fields, but majority is community-owned, not private.
Source: Statisztikai Tükör, 2012/76, 2013/116, KSH (Statistical Mirror, Periodical of Central
Statistical Office of Hungary, in Hungarian language)

5.

Jonathan Bland, Managing Director of Social Business International Ltd,
The meaning of social enterprise
Social enterprise is about using a business model to achieve social (societal) objectives,
harnesses the power of the market to benefit people and communities rather to simply
maximise shareholder value. Social enterprises across Europe come in all shapes and sizes
and use a very wide variety of legal forms and business models but the thread that unites them
is the idea of trading for a social purpose.
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Opportunities
There is growing interest in social enterprises from potential social entrepreneurs,
governments (at national regional and local level) and other public bodies, some private
businesses, educational establishments and financial institutions. Social enterprise could play
a much bigger role helping tackle the challenges that face Europe around the ageing
population, the environment and unemployment.
Challenges
The biggest challenge is awareness – a proper understanding of what social enterprise with a
real danger of it being limited to very narrow legal forms in some countries. Access to finance
and public service markets also represent significant barriers, along with articulating and
measuring social value in practical and inexpensive ways.
Strasbourg
The event in Strasbourg brought together people interested in this field in a truly unique way.
It established relationships with European partners for some of the UK E3M social enterprise
leaders who took part. Personally, despite being locked away working on the declaration, I
met some very interesting people who I have followed up with since, and as a result of being
in Strasbourg have been invited to speak at a social innovation event in Belgium later this
year.

6.

Krisztina Tora, UnLtd, Global Social Entrepreneurship Network (GSEN)
Sharing and mutual capacity building among organisations supporting early stage social
entrepreneurs in Europe
The EU Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan and the Social Business Initiative both value the
contribution of social entrepreneurs to social and economic wellbeing in the EU. Social
entrepreneurs contribute significantly to employment and sustainable economic growth, while
also delivering social value and contributing to social inclusion and cohesion.
However, nurturing these many micro-scale social entrepreneurs requires flexible support at
the early stage, to encourage large numbers of people to start up and move towards
sustainability. Crucially, they require a combination of financial and non-financial support to
do so.
In Europe, for instance, in France, Spain, Belgium, Italy and the Netherlands, social
entrepreneurship accounts for between 9% and 11.5% of the working population. There are
specialist agencies supporting early stage social entrepreneurs in some Member States, and
new agencies are being established in response to demand in others. But this support remains
patchy and insufficient: we are collectively only helping a few thousands of social
entrepreneurs in Europe.
How can the EU do more to unleash entrepreneurial potential?
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We launched the Global Social Entrepreneurship Network (GSEN) a year ago during the G8
Summit in June 2013. It is today a growing network of 39 organisations supporting social
entrepreneurs in over 27 countries; half of those organisations create impact in Europe. A first
meeting of those European GSEN members prior to the Strasbourg event, and another one in
April 2014, enabled discussions on common challenges. They have agreed on the value of
mutually sharing approaches and tools, and are committed to building the capacity of
emerging support agencies in other countries. They want to collaborate and become more
efficient in providing higher quality support to social entrepreneurs. Their common aim is to
develop improved initiatives to strengthen support for social entrepreneurs across Europe, but
they are faced with several challenges:
6.1
The need for an equal focus on both social investment and social
entrepreneurship support. Social investment funds are growing worldwide, with a $40
billion yearly market to invest in social entrepreneurs. The EU has created work streams to
develop social investing in Europe but with no clear strategy to create a “pipeline for
investees”. Indeed, there is a critical gap: there are simply not enough strong, investable
social ventures in the pipeline, and social investment organisations have too high costs of
capital to meet the needs of social entrepreneurs, especially those at early stages. The types of
financial solutions available to early stage social entrepreneurs are rarely aligned with their
actual needs. There are many gaps in the support value chain and the ecosystem to create the
right conditions for “offer of impact finance to meet the need for it”.
6.2
The need to build capacity for social entrepreneur support organisations.
Organisations supporting social entrepreneurs at early stages are themselves fragile. Across
the world, as well as in Europe, support for start-up social enterprises is emerging and highly
experimental: most support organisations are less than 5 years old. Based on our most recent
survey, support organisations don’t want to spend resources on reinventing methodologies,
but are eager to learn them from others. They want to learn from others the successful tools
and methods of support. They are experimenting with new approaches of support but don’t
have a platform to share their successes, failures or innovations. They battle to be sustainable
and find adapted financial resources, but at the same time they lack skilled professionals and
struggle to retain them. They also often need to build awareness around social
entrepreneurship, advocate to governments and contribute to build markets for the social
entrepreneurs they support. In a nutshell, in many cases support to social entrepreneurs (when
it exists) is not the most efficient possible since support organisations lack resources and
support to create the expected outcomes and impact.
What can be done to enhance and scale up early stage support to social entrepreneurs and how
could the Commission support this? How can we encourage peer learning between social
entrepreneur support agencies across the EU?
For further work and concrete actions we recommend:
- That the Commission recognises the need to shift:
o From experimental emerging approaches to a robust professional support
sector and commits to support that professionalization.
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-

-

-

o From a focus on “impact investment” to more focus on the need for nonfinancial support and capacity building, and commits to support that capacity
building.
That the Commission not only commits to support capacity building but also provides
the right resources and mechanisms to achieve the end goal of availability of quality
financial and non-financial support to all social entrepreneurs who would need it. It
will allow more consistent and larger scale social impact creation since social
entrepreneurs will spend less time trying to access the resources they need and more
time delivering projects.
That the European Commission’s work plan from 2014 onwards includes a work
stream on enhancing early stage support to social entrepreneurs.
That the Commission recognises the value of peer learning between social
entrepreneur support agencies across Member States, with a particular focus on
building capacity in those Member States in which the support ecosystem is less wellestablished
That the Commission encourages this in the context of existing mechanisms such as
GSEN (and perhaps create new ones if and where gaps are identified).

On other specific items aimed at bringing forward policies and actions of the European
Commission, we do agree with the recommendations of the UK working group coordinated
by NCVO (Members of UK Social Business Initiative Expert Group). Therefore we will not
repeat them here, but we reinforce all their points and recommendations.

7.

Michela Miele, Progettazione e Sviluppo Interland Consorzio
The economic and financial crisis has been producing a series of serious consequences on
employment as well as highlight some problematic aspects regarding specific activities and
contexts of the market economy, it has also revived at the centre of political and economic
debate on the role of the market in the development of capitalist society and the limits of
incorporation, even degeneration, that this system brings.
The crisis we are experiencing lies within a process of transformation of the post-modern
western, which is crossed by a number of challenges:
- globalization that breaks the link between production and the land;
- the demographic problem of population aging;
- the crisis of politics, work, family,
- new needs and new forms of poverty;
To address these challenges are no longer sufficient market responses (the production of
wealth) and the State (the re-distribution of the wealth produced). It becomes necessary to
retrieve the size of the gift and reciprocity in relationships between people, communities and
organizations and here is where Social Enterprise, expression of Social and Civil Economy,
becomes meaningful.
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The challenge of the civil economy infact is to facilitate the co-existence, within the same
social system, of the three regulative principles of economics:
1) The exchange of equivalents (contract), which refers to the value of efficiency;
2) The re-distribution of wealth (welfare) that refers to the value of equity;
3) Reciprocity (fraternity) that refers to the value of the gift.
Civil economy has an approach that looks and fits the experience of human sociality and
reciprocity within a normal economic life, neither side, neither before nor after this.
In Italy this theoretical framework has a centuries-old tradition in Italy and it has been
reflected in the development of many experiences that combine aspects of efficiency, with the
principles of equity and solidarity between people: the development of social cooperatives
and the constitutional recognition of the cooperative movement itself (Art. 45 of the
Constitution).
We can say that in Italy Social cooperative is a valid example of Social Enterprise: a
cooperative business model that is based on the principle of "internal mutuality" (the
maximum possible benefit to its members), the principle of "external mutuality" (the ability of
the company to focus its activities in favour of a benefit outside of "general interest" in fact,
and also to represent the general interest in the enterprise governance.
The main challenges for the Social Enterprises and the Social Economy are related to the
political choices of the territory that should
 develop a genuinely plural market as a place of efficiency, equity and solidarity;
 promote and sustain organizational forms that perform economic activities oriented
to co-exist with the principles of the exchange of equivalents, of re-distribution and
reciprocity;
 build a regional welfare authentically based on the community activation
On these lines some strategic guidelines and concrete actions can be identified and
implemented:
 Develop the monitoring system of procurement in order to promote the use of social
clauses between contracting authorities
 Support the coordination of tools used for social inclusion and employment of people
in condition of disadvantage
 Develop experimental interventions aimed at supporting social economy experiences,
giving evidences to the specific opportunities offered by social cooperatives, meant as
active actors within the local socio-economic development able to integrate policies
and opportunities for social inclusion and working.
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APPENDIX VII
European Events
Over the eight-month period in which the project ran, members of the group participated in events
organised at the EESC (Social Economy Category meeting, liaison group meeting, INT section
meetings, visits to Northern Ireland and Swiss delegations), and also in external meetings in Brussels
and abroad. Through their participation in these events, members of the project group had an
opportunity to present the project whilst at the same time gathering some relevant information for the
final report.
Appendix VII gives an overview of these European events.
1.

EESC events


Presentation to the Social Economy Category (14 March 2014)
Ms Rodert presented the Social Enterprise Agenda, described the Strasbourg event and
outlined the project and the working methods of its group members. Ms Zvolská, Ms
Kössler, Mr Joost, Mr Gobins, Mr Sibian and Mr Cabra de Luna intervened during
the debate. Among the points that were raised were the necessity to reach out all 4
geographical points of Europe (North, South, East and West) as well as the fact that
having the Strasbourg
Declaration in all languages helps to reach the civil society of
all Member States.



Presentation to the Liaison Group (8 May 2014)
After outlining the EESC project approach, Ms Rodert insisted on the necessity to
engage with European stakeholders and on new ideas to do so. Following members of the
Liaison Group ask some questions or expressed their opinion during the debate: Ms
Collins (European Women Lobby), Ms Faure (European Foundations Centre) and Ms
Mathis (Comité de coordination des associations coopératives européennes –CCACE),
and Mr Reuter, co-chair of the Liaison Group (Solidar), Mr Kucharczyk (European
Platform of Old people –AGE) and Mr Zelderloo (European Association of Service
Providers for Persons with Disabilities –EASPD).



Presentation to the INT Section (14 May 2014)
Ms Rodert outlined the progress of the EESC Social Entrepreneurship project and
explained its objective, the methodology applied and the importance of taking stock of
different perspectives. In the ensuing debate, Ms D'Sa, Mr Lechner, Mr Schlüter and
Ms Walker Shaw raised following questions: the word "Declaration" used in the
"Strasbourg Declaration", the necessity to see where social enterprises can position
themselves on the market, the need to see what can be a good complement and what are
the needs of the citizens, and the access of social enterprises to public procurement.



Presentation to the INT Section (23 September 2014)
Ms Rodert, project coordinator, presented the main observations and recommendations
of the project group. In the ensuing debate Ms Darmanin, Mr Cabra de Luna,
Mr Maciulevicius and Mr Schlüter stressed the following points: the EESC has now an
obligation towards civil society in this sector and should seriously consider the next
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steps; this process must not be stopped and the EESC should play a leading role in
cooperation with the European Commission and the European Parliament; the impact of
this project and the EESC initiatives show that it has its roots in the communities; this
agenda must be brought to Member States and to the regional and local level; it is
essential to disseminate results and examine how they can be used at Member State level;
more visibility, awareness and recognition of this sector is key.


Presentation to the conference Social economy and social innovation as drivers of
competitiveness, growth and social well-being (1 October 2014).
Ms Rodert listed the different ingredients of the Social Enterprise ecosystem and insisted
on the necessity to coordinate them. In a second part, she presented the results of the
project and mentioned the main recommendations of the final report. During the debate,
Mr Cabra de Luna raised the question of the content of a potential Social Business
Initiative II.



Presentation to Northern Ireland Social Economy Representatives (2 October 2014)
Ms Darmanin presented the Strasbourg event, the EESC project and its results to
Northern Ireland representatives of Social Economy and answered some questions from
the attendees on future challenges. The participants were:
 John McMullan, Chief Executive, Bryson House Charitable Group
 Harry McDaid, Chief Executive, Ulster Community Investment Trusts
 Nigel McKinney, Director of Operations, Building Change Trust, Community
Foundation for Northern Ireland
 Denise Cranston, Business Development Manager, Business in the Community
 Juliet Cornford, Director, Social Enterprise NI
 Úna McKernan, Deputy Chief Executive, Northern Ireland Council for Voluntary
Action
 Fiona McCausland, Head of Business Unit, Department of Enterprise, Trade and
Investment (DETI)
 Sharon Polson, Manager of Invest NI’s Employment and Enterprise Team, Invest
Northern Ireland
 Roy McGivern, Head of Policy and Innovation, Voluntary and Community Unit,
Department for Social Development
 Stephen Macdonald, DETI



Presentation to members of the National Council Switzerland (10 October 2014)
Ms Rodert presented the EESC, the Strasbourg event, the EESC project and its results to
members of the National Council of Switzerland and answered some questions from the
attendees on the EESC and on future challenges. The participants were:
 Evi Allemann, Nationalrätin SP, Bern
 Andrea Arezina , Pers. Mitarbeiterin
 Maria Bernasconi, Nationalrätin SP, Genève
 Prisca Birrer-Heimo, Nationalrätin SP, Luzern
 Marina Carobbio, Nationalrätin SP, Ticino - Vice president Socialdemocratic party
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2.

Jacqueline Fehr, Nationalrätin SP, Zürich - Vice president Socialdemocratic party
Thomas Hardegger, Nationalrat SP, Zürich
Susanne Leutenegger Oberholzer, Nationalrätin SP, Basel-Landschaft
Martin Näf, Nationalrat SP, Zürich
Roger Nordmann, Nationalrat SP, Vaud - Vice president SP Fraktion
Eric Nussbaumer, Nationalrat SP, Basel-Landschaft
Corrado Pardini, Nationalrat SP, Bern
Rebecca Ruiz, Nationalrätin SP, Vaud
Silva Semadeni, Nationalrätin SP, Graubünden

Other events in which members of the project group participated





Brussel, Belgium: "EP Social Economy Intergroup Hearing" Mr Cabra da Luna, 2 April
2014
Brussel, Belgium: "KfW Social Finance Breakfast" Ms Rodert, 11 April 2014
Brussels, Belgium: "EC Conference: Social Policy Innovation" Ms Rodert, 19-20 May
2014
Coming: Kreis-Offenbach (Frankfurt Am Main): "ENSA conference "European
Instruments for Inclusive Growth", 23-24 October 2014
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APPENDIX VIII
COMMUNICATION
The project involved a significant communication effort involving written and audio-visual media,
online communication and use of social media.
In this context:
- the EESC's work and its members were often mentioned in the press
- a dedicated webpage containing all relevant information was created
- a Twitter account (EESC_SocEnt) was opened and current figures indicate a high level of activity
This communication effort proved to be effective and helped to create momentum around social
enterprise by increasing visibility and awareness of the sector and of the EESC, which is now seen as
a leader, sharing best practice and providing input for the work of the project group.
The following pages include a list of articles on the EESC's activities in this area, starting with the
Strasbourg event and figures showing the impact of the EESC's work on the web and in social media.
1.

Press and media activities

1.1

Strasbourg


La Mutualité Française salue l’organisation de la première conférence européenne sur
l’entrepreneuriat social (16/01/214) www.mutualité.fr



Les entrepreneurs sociaux d’Europe ont rendez-vous à Strasbourg. Plus de 1 500 personnes se
retrouvent jeudi 16 et vendredi 17 janvier à Strasbourg pour dessiner l’avenir du secteur de
l’entrepreneuriat social en Europe (16/01/2014) La Croix



Les mutuelles revendiquent leur place dans l’entrepreneuriat social (15/01/2014)
www.mutualité.fr



La Déclaration de Strasbourg des entrepreneurs sociaux (23/01/2014) www.Tessolidaires.com



Social entrepreneurship: Maintain momentum beyond European elections (20/01/2014)
Eureporter



Zasto socijalno poduzetništvo ne zanima Hrvatsku ? (18/01/2014) tportal.hr



RTL Danas, (18/01/2014)



Henri Malosse, Président du Comité économique et social européen (17/01/2014) par Philippe
Lecaplain RFI



Estrasburgo, sede de unas jornadas sobre emprendimiento social europeo que comienzan hoy
Madrid (16/01/2014) LAWYERPRESS
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Major European event to shape future for social businesses (16/01/2014) euReporter



Instituciones europeas organizan organizan un gran evento interactivo europeo sobre el
emprendimiento social y la economía social - Europa apuesta por la Economía Social
(16/01/2014) CompromissoRSE



Κοινωνικές επιχειρήσεις και ανάπτυξη (16/01/2014) Capital.gr



Grande evento europeu para definir o futuro do empreendedorismo social (16/01/2014)
barlavento online



Social economy represents some 10% of EU GDP (16/01/2014) Balkans.com



Les entreprises sociales, pour renouer avec la croissance en Europe (15/01/2014) Libération



Ważne wydarzenie dla przyszłości europejskich przedsiębiorstw społecznych (15/01/2014)
inwestycje.pl Gospodarka



Ue, Tajani a Strasburgo partecipa a evento su impresa sociale (15/01/2014) Velina.it



Europäische Großveranstaltung zur Zukunft des sozialen Unternehmertums (15/01/2014)
02elf Abendblatt



Rsc. Estrasburgo centra el debate sobre el futuro del emprendimiento social en europa
(14/01/2014) lainformacion.com lien ?



Voices Stronger for Social Economy in Europe (29/01/2014) ProBono Australia News



SPANING: Syns social innovation i politiken under supervalåret 2014? (27/01/2014) av Åsa
Minoz



Entrepreneuriat social et mutuelles en Europe en symbiose (25/01/2014) mutuelleland



EU är tydliga: Nu satsar vi på den sociala ekonomin (23/01/2014) FORUM



Socialt entreprenörskap stärker sin ställning i EU (20/01/2014) Centrum för publikt
Entreprenörskap



The Guardian, UK: http://www.theguardian.com/social-enterprisenetwork/2014/jan/20/strasbourg-social-enterprise-conference/print and
http://www.theguardian.com/social-enterprise-network/cartoon/2014/jan/20/social-enterprisestrasbourg-have-your-say-illustration-day-1



Youphil.fr: http://www.youphil.com/fr/article/07173-michel-barnier-commission-europeenneentrepreneuriat-social?ypcli=ano



La Croix.fr (interview done before the event, broadcast on Thursday 16/01/2014):
http://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Dans-l-economie/Les-entrepreneurs-sociaux-d-Europeont-rendez-vous-a-Strasbourg-2014-01-16-1090567
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LCI piece, including interview with M Barnier, broadcast on Friday 17/01/2014
http://videos.tf1.fr/infos/2014/michel-barnier-entrepreneurs-sociaux-prenez-la-parole8349247.html?xtmc=barnier-strasbourg&xtcr=5



Mutualité.fr - http://www.mutualite.fr/L-actualite/Mutuelles/Nouveau-depart-pour-le-statutde-mutuelle-europeenne



Vita.it - http://www.vita.it/economia/impresa-sociale/impresa-sociale-made-in-europe-si-pufare-di-pi.html



Pioneerspost.com - http://www.pioneerspost.com/news/20140120/why-europes-new-do-listcould-boost-the-social-economy and http://www.pioneerspost.com/news/20140115/light-theend-of-the-euro-tunnel-new-eu-rules-could-open-450bn-year-market-social



"Les entrepreneurs sociaux d’Europe ont rendez-vous à Strasbourg", article by S. Husson, La
Croix
Article
[http://www.la-croix.com/Solidarite/Dans-l-economie/Les-entrepreneurssociaux-d-Europe-ont-rendez-vous-a-Strasbourg-2014-01-16-1090567]



"L'importance des entreprises sociales en Europe", interview of Commissioner Barnier, Arte
Future
o FR http://future.arte.tv/fr/entrepreneuriat-social
o DE http://future.arte.tv/de/soziales-unternehmertum



"Why Europe's new to-do list could boost the social economy", article by I. De Grave ,
Pioneerspost.com
http://www.pioneerspost.com/news/20140120/why-europes-new-do-listcould-boost-the-social-economy



Single Market News: Social Business: Interview with Commissioner Barnier:
o EN: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/smn/smn68/docs/smn68web_en.pdf
o FR: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/smn/smn68/docs/smn68web_fr.pdf
o DE: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/smn/smn68/docs/smn68web_de.pdf



Europolitics:
Insight
–
Social
Entrepreneurship
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/conferences/2014/0116-socialentrepreneurs/docs/140210-europolitics_en.pdf



Engaging the Public Sector to support Social Entrepreneurship (26.6.2014):
http://vienna.impacthub.net/2014/06/26/engaging-the-public-sector-to-support-socialentrepreneurship/



Commission en direct
http://salesianos-coruna.es/uploads/contenidos_usrs/originales/1-dossier.pdf

(10.2.2014):
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1.2

Social Enterprise project

1.2.1

Internal articles






1.2.2

EESC info February 2014: http://www.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/qeaa14002enc.pdf
EESC info March 2014: http://www.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/qeaa14003enc.pdf
EESCoop
April
2014:
http://eescnet.eesc.europa.eu/EN/COM/doc/newslettereescoop/april-2014.pdf
Article for the EESC members (background paper), April 2014:
http://eescnet.eesc.europa.eu/EN/COM/doc/featuredarticle/Background%20paper%20EN.pdf
EESC info October 2014: http://www.eesc.europa.eu/resources/docs/qeaa14008enc.pdf

Other publications
Chartering Into The Future: What’s happened since? Euclid Network (17.4.2014):
http://euclidnetwork.cmail3.com/t/ViewEmail/d/EC0B4690FB21D4A7/1CFF5D17A7AA937
AC67FD2F38AC4859C
Seminar: Social Entrepreneurship in Europe and Latvia, Riga, Latvia – 27-28 May 2014
"Latvijas Vēstnesis" article: http://www.lvportals.lv/print.php?id=263506
European Movement Newsletter: http://www.eiropaskustiba.lv/socuznseminarsarianerodert/
Press release in Leta.lv and BNS.lv
Social entrepreneurship conference in Crete 10-12 June 2014
 Vasilis Kegeroglou's homepage
http://www.kegeroglou.gr/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=6121&Itemid
=30
 Creta Live.gr, International congress on social entrepreneurship
http://www.cretalive.gr/crete/view/diethnes-sunedrio-koinwnikhsepicheirhmatikothtas/171465
 Inotos, information and radio from Crete
http://www.inotos.gr/2014/06/%CE%B4%CE%B9%CE%B5%CE%B8%CE%BD%CE%
AD%CF%82%CF%83%CF%85%CE%BD%CE%AD%CE%B4%CF%81%CE%B9%CE%BF%CE%B3%CE%B9%CE%B1-%CF%84%CE%B7%CE%BD%CE%BA%CE%BF%CE%B9%CE%BD%CF%89%CE%BD%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE
%AE-%CE%B5%CF%80/
 Creteplus.gr, In Heraklion, the international congress on social enterprise in the hands of
Kegeroglou
http://www.creteplus.gr/news/sto-irakleio-to-diethnes-sunedrio-gia-ti-koinonikiepiheirimatikotita-dia-heiros-kegkeroglou-91483.html
 Creta Live.gr, The support mechanism of social economy and social enterprise at the
service of Crete
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http://www.cretalive.gr/crete/view/sthn-uphresia-ths-krhths-o-mhchanismos-uposthrijhsths-koinwnikhs-oikonomia/172232
http://www.ekriti.gr/article/o-vasilis-kegkerogloy-sto-synedrio-gia-tin-koinonikiepiheirimatikotita-sto-irakleio
@Kriti, Vasilis Kegeroglou au congrès sur l'entrepreneuriat social à Héraklion
http://youpress.gr/sinedrio-gia-tin-kinoniki-epichirimatikotita-sto-iraklio-10-11-iouniou2014/
News Creta, The international success of Heraklion is a success
http://www.newscreta.gr/%CE%BA%CF%81%CE%AE%CF%84%CE%B7/%CE%BC%
CE%B5-%CE%B5%CF%80%CE%B9%CF%84%CF%85%CF%87%CE%AF%CE%B1%CF%84%CE%BF%CE%B4%CE%B9%CE%B5%CE%B8%CE%BD%CE%AD%CF%82%CF%83%CF%85%CE%BD%CE%AD%CE%B4%CF%81%CE%B9%CE%BF%CF%83%CF%84%CE%BF%CE%B7%CF%81%CE%AC%CE%BA%CE%BB%CE%B5%CE%B9%CE%BF.html
Creta Blog, Heraklion in the hotspot: the international congress on social
entrepreneurship is continuing
http://cretablog.gr/kriti/item/46621-sto-epikentro-to-irakleio-synexizetai-to-diethnessynedrio-gia-tin-koinoniki-epixeirimatikotita
Facebook, Ashoka Greece
https://www.facebook.com/ashokagreece/posts/804741556202644
FlashNews.gr
http://www.flashnews.gr/page.ashx?pid=3&aid=180444&cid=312
Zarpa.gr, Stavros Arnaoutakis: the region of Crete supports social economy and social
enterprise
http://www.zarpa.gr/%CF%83%CF%84%CE%B1%CF%8D%CF%81%CE%BF%CF%8
2%CE%B1%CF%81%CE%BD%CE%B1%CE%BF%CF%85%CF%84%CE%AC%CE%
BA%CE%B7%CF%82-%CE%B7%CF%80%CE%B5%CF%81%CE%B9%CF%86%CE%AD%CF%81%CE%B5%CE%B
9%CE%B1-%CE%BA%CF%81%CE%AE/

"Social enterprise as an agent of Social Economy" Seminar co-organised by CEPES and
the EESC, Madrid 12 September 2014, "Repercusiones de Prensa Jornada "La Empresa
Social como agente de la Economia Social" Septiembre de 2014"





La Verdad de Murcia: Cepes organiza una jornada sobre la economía y la empresa social
(10/09/2014)
Servimedia.es, La Información.com, Discapnet.es, La Crónica Social & elEconomista.es:
La Economía Social es un elemento crucial del modelo europeo (12/09/2014)
Servimedia.es, la Crónica Social, Discapnet.es & elEconomista.es: CEPES afirma que las
Empresas Sociales forman parte de la Economía social (12/09/2014)
Europa Press, La Voz Libre, Diario Siglo XXI, Corresponsables.com, FSC Inserta,
Informativos Telecinco & elEconomista.es: CESPES ve "fundamental" incorporar
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cláusulas sociales en la Contratación Pública para "el cambio" de sociedad y empresas
(12-15/09/2014)
La Verdad de Murcia: Cepes recuerda que las empresas sociales forman parte de la
economía social (17/09/2014)
FEAPS Madrid: "La sociedad está apostando por un nuevo modelo socioeconómico en el
que la Economía Social tiene mucho que decir" (15/09/2014)
EP Social: Juan Antonio Pedreño, presidente de CEPES: "La economía social es una
realidad incuestionable en España y Europa" (23/09/2014)
Solidaridad Digital: El papel de la empresa social en la Europa 2014-2020 (10/09/2014)
Solidaridad Digital: La sociedad está apostando por un nuevo modelo socioeconómico en
el que la Economía Social tiene mucho que decir (12/09/2014)

2.

Online communication

2.1

Web statistics
There are three Opinions on Social Economy and Social Enterprise amongst the Top 20 most
consulted EESC opinion pages:




Social entrepreneurship and social enterprise (INT/589)
European Social Entrepreneurship Funds (INT/623)
Social Impact Measurement (INT/721)
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2.2

Twitter statistics (Jul 13 – Oct 13)
The EESC_SocEnt Twitter account was launched on 20 March 2014. It counts now
676 followers and it is the second most followed account in the EESC after CCMI_EESC
which was opened more than four years ago.
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APPENDIX IX
CONTEXT, OBJECTIVES AND METHOD OF THE PROJECT
COMPOSITION OF THE PROJECT GROUP AND MEMBERS INVOLVED
APPENDIX IX presents the context in which the project was launched as a follow-up to the
Strasbourg Declaration as well as its objectives and the method and strategy followed by the project
group members over its duration. APPENDIX IX also includes the composition of the group and
mentions other EESC members who were involved in specific initiatives at different steps.
1.

Context
The EESC coorganised with the Commission a high level event in Strasbourg in January 2014
with the aim to listen to the stakeholders of the social enterprise sector and to take stock of the
different needs in order to promote a better ecosystem for the sector.The outcome of the event,
the Strasbourg Declaration, covered a wide range of areas where social entrepreneurs would
like to see further changes.
The EESC, which has several members engaged in the social enterprise sector and
considerable expertise on this issue, is actively involved in the Institutional Social Business
Agenda. Besides, acting as a bridge to civil society, the EESC is in an optimal position to
bring this topic forward and ensure that the Strasbourg Declaration is made a reality.
Therefore, based on the Strasbourg Declaration, the EESC launched a project that was
approved as a follow-up of Strasbourg.

2.

Objectives of the project




3.

To take stock of the Strasbourg event's results
To define new and concrete actions to be implemented by the new Commission
To bring the results of the project to the new Commission and the new EP

Method
The EESC has set up a working group of 9 members interested in the social business agenda.
The group has been joined by Commission representatives and its aim was to reflect on several
concrete points of the Strasbourg Declaration and to propose new actions, for instance missing
measures mentioned during the Strasbourg event, not present in the Social Business Initiative,
and that have a clear impact on citizens 'life.

3.1

The overall project approach was based on four steps
a) Choose and validate 3 priorities selected from the Strasbourg Declaration (FebruaryMarch 2014)
The members of the project group were invited to select 3 priorities in the Strasbourg
Declaration. The three priorities identified were
 Co-create new policies to support social enterprise
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Partnership to build capacity (legal, finance, start-up/development, training,
education and procurement)
Develop a second phase of SBI

b) Gather evidence and experiences
The project group members participated in a number of initiatives and events involving
European stakeholders:
 Going local missions and conferences
 Consultation with European stakeholders
 Hearing (3 September 2014)
c) Translate evidence to policy recommendations to EU institutions (August-September
2014)
d) Final report (September-October 2014)
3.2

The project group action at a glance
4 meetings of the project group

1 hearing in Brussels
Going local: 10 fact finding missions

Contacts with Member States

Contacts with EU institutions
- Project group

- INT Secretariat

Meeting European civil society
stakeholders such as

Meeting Member States civil society

25 February 2014
24 March 2014
12 June 2014 (Crete)
3 September
3 September
From April until September 2014:
United Kingdom, Finland, Latvia, Turkey, Greece,
Sweden, Spain, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Slovenia,
Ireland, Croatia
GECES meeting: June 2014
Greek presidency conference: June 2014
Italian presidency conference: November 2014
GECES meeting: November 2014
Liaison Group: 8 May 2014
Social Economy Category: 14 March 2014
EP Intergroup on Social Economy: 2 April 2014
Social Economy Category: 1 October 2014
SBI steering group (MARKT, EMPL, ENTR
+ others)
Regular meetings with DG MARKT
Social Economy Europe
Social Platform
Social Services Europe
German civil society
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stakeholders in Brussels

3.3

Swedish church (deacons)
Northern Ireland social economy representatives
Members of the National Council of Switzerland

Communication
Communication was an important element in the development of the project.
In this context, a dedicated webpage was created containing all relevant information and all
updates.
A specific Twitter account and a Forum were opened in order to disseminate information
and also to allow each one to give an opinion or to share ideas or best practices.
In addition, the different going local initiatives and the events organized by the EESC
Members were subject to internal and external communication, through press articles,
diffusion on the internet and distribution of an explanatory leaflet elaborated to present the
EESC Social Enterprise project and available in English, French and Dutch.

4.

Composition of the project group and members involved




















Gunta ANČA, Group III (Various Interests), Latvija,
Ana BONTEA, Group I (Employers), Romania,
Miguel Ángel CABRA DE LUNA, Group III (Various Interests), Spain, member of the
project group
Mario CAMPLI, Group III (Various Interests), Italy,
Anna Maria DARMANIN, Group II (Workers), Malta, member of the project group
Andris GOBINŠ, Group III (Various Interests), Latvija,
Giuseppe GUERINI, Group III (Various Interests), Italy, member of the project group
Brenda KING, Group I (Employers), United Kingdom,
Judy MCKNIGHT, Group II (Workers), United Kingdom,
Gintaras MORKIS, Group I (Employers), Lithuania, member of the project group
Jane MORRICE, Group III (Various Interests), United Kingdom,
Miklós PÁSZTOR, Group II (Workers), Hungary, member of the project group
Enzo PEZZINI, Group III (Various Interests), Italy,
Christos POLYZOGOPOULOS, Group II (Workers), Greece, member of the project
group
Ariane RODERT, Group III (Various Interests), Sweden, member of the project group
Madi SHARMA, Group I (Employers), United Kingdom, coordinator of the project group
János VÉRTES, Group I (Employers), Hungary,
Ivan VOLEŠ, Group I (Employers), Czech Republic,
Marie ZVOLSKÁ, Group I (Employers), Czech Republic, member of the project group.
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APPENDIX X
STRASBOURG DECLARATION

EMPOWERING SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS
FOR INNOVATION, INCLUSIVE GROWTH AND JOBS

STRASBOURG DECLARATION
Meeting and working together in Strasbourg on 16 and 17 January 2014, over 2000 social
entrepreneurs and supporters of social enterprise, representing the rich diversity of the social economy,
have affirmed the view that social enterprises must play a bigger role in the future of Europe and have
identified new ideas and actions to unlock their potential for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISE TO EUROPE
Europe’s economic and social model needs to reinvent itself. We need growth that is fairer, greener
and anchored in local communities. A model that values social cohesion as a genuine source of
collective wealth.
Social enterprises are recognised as a vehicle for social and economic cohesion across Europe as they
help build a pluralistic and resilient social market economy. Building on the strengths of a long social
economy tradition, social entrepreneurs are also drivers of change, creating innovative solutions to the
big challenges that face us today. Acting in the general interest, they create jobs, provide innovative
products and services, and promote a more sustainable economy. They are based on values of
solidarity and empowerment; they create opportunities and hope for the future.
Social enterprises come in many shapes and sizes and take different legal forms across Europe. As
15
stated in the Commission’s Social Business Initiative (SBI ), they have the following common
characteristics:
 Earning income by trading
 Having a social or societal objective of the common good as the reason for their economic
activity, often in the form of a high level of social innovation,
 Profits being mainly reinvested with a view to achieving this social objective,
 A method of organisation or ownership system reflecting their mission, using democratic
governance or participatory principles or focusing on social justice.
Social enterprises offer a model for 21st century business that balances financial, social, cultural and
environmental needs. Social entrepreneurs are agents of change, as individuals and groups who are
passionate about improving the lives of people and communities.
Social enterprises work. They are effective. There is no part of Europe that cannot benefit from social
entrepreneurship. At this time of economic crisis and with the challenges of an ageing population,
youth unemployment, climate change and increasing inequalities, Europe needs more social
enterprises.
15

http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/social_business/index_en.htm.
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A CALL TO ACTION TO REALISE THE POTENTIAL OF SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE
Governments and public bodies have started to recognise the power of social entrepreneurship. Steps
are being taken in many Member States and regions to encourage the growth of social enterprises. At
EU level, the SBI has made a positive start in promoting eco-systems for social enterprises but we
must not lose momentum. Therefore,
1.
The EU must follow through on all the actions in the SBI. It should develop a second
phase of the SBI that broadens its scope, deepens its partnership with Member States, regional
and local authorities, civil society organisations and key players in the ecosystem.
2.

The European Economic and Social Committee, the next European Commission
(with a dedicated inter-service structure) and the next European Parliament must take full
ownership and deliver on the actions suggested in Strasbourg.

3.

There must be a stronger engagement at EU, national, regional and local levels with
the social enterprise community in the co-creation of new policies to support social enterprise,
suited to the local context.

4.

The Commission must ensure that its commitment to create an eco-system for social
enterprise is mainstreamed in its policies.

5.

In partnership with the social enterprise sector, Member States, regional and local
authorities must fully support the growth of social enterprises and help them build capacity. For
example through legal frameworks, access to finance, business start-up and development support,
training and education and public procurement.

6.

The European institutions and Member States should reinforce the role of social
enterprises in structural reforms to exit the crisis, notably where the social economy is less
developed.

7.

The Commission, the Member states and regions must boost cooperation between
social enterprises across borders and boundaries, to share knowledge and practices. Similarly, all
public authorities should cooperate better between themselves and enhance their capacity to
support social enterprise growth.

8.

Public and private players must develop a full range of suitable financial instruments
and intermediaries that support social enterprises throughout their life-cycle.

9.

Social enterprise still needs further research and national statistical collection for a
better understanding, recognition and visibility of the sector, both among policymakers and the
general public.

10.

In this new Europe, all players need to look at growth and value creation from a
wider perspective, by including social indicators and demonstrating positive social impact when
reporting social and economic progress.
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